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Aurinkosa¨hko¨generaattori on tehola¨hteena¨ haastava, koska sen sa¨hko¨iset omi-
naisuudet riippuvat sen toimintapisteesta¨. Generaattori voi ka¨ytta¨ytya¨ joko tasavirta-
tai tasaja¨nnitela¨hteen tavoin. Toimintapisteen vaihtelu vaikuttaa siihen liitetyn
systeemin dynamiikkaan, koska generaattorin vaihtuva dynaaminen resistanssi (eli
la¨hto¨impedanssi) aiheuttaa rajoitteita invertterin sa¨a¨to¨suunnitteluun. Ta¨ma¨n vuoksi
on ta¨rkea¨a¨, etta¨ la¨hteen vaikutus sisa¨llyteta¨a¨n johdettavan mallin dynamiikkaan,
jotta invertterin ka¨ytta¨ytymista¨ pystyta¨a¨n ennustamaan tarkasti.
Ta¨ssa¨ diplomityo¨ssa¨ johdettiin kattava piensignaalimalli kolmivaiheisesta VSI-
pohjaisesta aurinkosa¨hko¨invertterista¨ LCL-tyypin verkkosuotimella. Malli ottaa
huomioon myo¨s ristikka¨isvaikutukset ja parasiittiset elementit kuten tehoha¨vio¨t
keloissa, kondensaattoreissa ja kytkimissa¨. Ta¨ten mallia voidaan ka¨ytta¨a¨ sellaisen
ja¨rjestelma¨n analyysissa¨, jossa ristikka¨isvaikutukset ovat erityisen suuret, esimerkiksi
silloin, kun ka¨yteta¨a¨n suuria passiivikomponentteja suuritehoisissa sovelluksissa.
Analyyttinen malli johdettiin synkronisessa koordinaatistossa (eli dq-tasossa), jossa
invertterin tasapainotila linearisointia varten voitiin ratkaista. Lisa¨ksi epa¨ideaalisen
kuorman ja la¨hteen vaikutukset otettiin huomioon mallia johdettaessa, silla¨ na¨ma¨
tekija¨t vaikuttavat invertterin dynamiikkaan merkitta¨va¨sti.
Kehitetyn piensignaalimallin on todettu ennustavan tarkasti sa¨a¨do¨n suunnittelussa
ta¨rkea¨t siirtofunktiot. Lisa¨ksi takaisinkytketyn ja¨rjestelma¨n malli mahdollistaa tulo-
ja la¨hto¨impedanssien tarkan ennustamisen, joka on ta¨rkea¨a¨ analysoitaessa impedanssi-
pohjaista stabiilisuutta verkkoonkytketyssa¨ aurinkosa¨hko¨invertterissa¨.
Mallin oikeellisuus varmennettiin taajusvastemittauksilla, jotka suoritettiin pien-
itehoisella prototyypilla¨. Piensignaalimalli ka¨ytta¨a¨ kaskadisa¨a¨to¨a¨ reguloimaan DC-
puolen ja¨nnitetta¨ ja verkkovirtoja, seka¨ vaihelukittua silmukkaa (phase-locked loop,
PLL) verkkosynkronointiin. Mitatut siirtofunktiot vastaavat tarkasti ennustuksia.
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ABSTRACT
TAMPERE UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY
Master’s Degree Programme in Electrical Engineering
AAPRO, AAPO: Modeling dynamics of photovoltaic inverter with LCL-type
grid filter
Master of Science Thesis, 58 pages, 15 Appendix pages
December 2014
Major: Power Electronics and Drives
Examiner: Prof. Teuvo Suntio
Keywords: small-signal modeling, current-fed VSI, photovoltaic generator, control de-
sign, LCL-filter
Photovoltaic generator is a unique power source with both constant-current and
constant-voltage-like characteristics depending on the operating point. The oper-
ating point affects system’s dynamic response, because the generator has a varying
dynamic resistance, which causes design constraints, e.g., to the control system de-
sign. Therefore, it is necessary to include the source-effect to the full-order dynamic
model to predict inverter behavior accurately in its application area.
A full-order small-signal model of the three-phase VSI-based photovoltaic inverter
with an LCL-type output filter was derived in this thesis, which does not neglect
cross-coupling effects or parasitic elements such as ohmic losses in inductors, capac-
itors and switches. Therefore, the model is also suitable for analysis in cases where
strong cross-coupling between the d and q-channels is expected, e.g., when output
filter components have large values at high power levels. The model was derived
in the synchronous reference frame (i.e., in dq-domain), where the steady-state op-
erating point required for linearization can be solved. Additionally, the effect of
non-ideal source and load impedances were included in the model as they have a
significant effect on inverter dynamics.
The model is shown to give accurate predictions on the control-related trans-
fer functions, which are essential in deterministic control design. Moreover, the
closed-loop model allows the full-order output and input impedances to be accu-
rately predicted which is important when analyzing the impedance-based stability
of grid-connected PV inverter.
The small-signal model has been verified by extracting frequency responses from
a scaled-down prototype. The model uses a cascaded control scheme to regulate
DC-link voltage and output currents as well as phase-locked-loop as the grid syn-
chronization method. Furthermore, more sophisticated control systems, e.g., feed-
forward, space-vector modulation with DC-link voltage sensing etc. can be included
in the model. The measured transfer functions were found out to correlate very
closely with the predictions.
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TERMS AND SYMBOLS
GREEK ALPHABET
α Real component in stationary reference frame
β Imaginary component in stationary reference frame
∆ Characteristic polynomial
ϕ Angle of a space vector
Θ Steady-state phase angle of the grid voltage
ωgrid Grid fundamental angular frequency
ωp Controller pole angular frequency
ωs See ωgrid.
ωz Controller zero angular frequency
LATIN ALPHABET
A System matrix
B Input matrix
C Output matrix
Cd Output-filter capacitance
Cin Input-filter capacitance
Cpv Parasitic capacitance of a PV cell
d Direct component of a space-vector transformed variable
d Duty ratio
d′ Complement of the duty ratio
D Input-output matrix
di(i=a,b,c) Duty ratio of upper switch of an inverter phase leg
d Space-vector of a duty ratio
ds Space-vector of duty ratio in synchronous reference frame
dd Direct component of duty ratio
dq Quadrature component of duty ratio
Dd Steady-state value of duty ratio’s direct component
Dq Steady-state value of duty ratio’s quadrature component
Ga Gain of the pulse width modulator
Gcc(d,q) D- and q-channel current controller transfer function
Gcv Input voltage controller transfer function
Gci−d D-channel open-loop (ol.) control-to-input transfer function
Gci−q Q-channel ol. control-to-input transfer function
GcL−d D-channel ol. control-to-inductor-current transfer function
GcL−dq D-channel to q-channel ol. control-to-inductor-current transfer function
GcL−q Q-channel ol. control-to-inductor-current transfer function
GcL−qd Q-channel to d-channel ol. control-to-inductor-current transfer function
GcrL−dq D-channel to q-channel cross-coupling transfer function at open loop
GcrL−qd Q-channel to d-channel cross-coupling transfer function at open loop
GH Matrix containing transfer functions of a current-to-current converter
Gio−d D-channel ol. input-to-output transfer function
vii
Gio−q Q-channel ol. input-to-output transfer function
iC Output-filter capacitor current
id Diode current
iCin Input capacitor current of the converter
iin Input current of the converter
io Output current of the converter
iL Space-vector of three-phase inductor currents
isL Space-vector of inductor currents in synchronous frame
iLi(i=a,b,c) Inductor current of phase i
iL1d Inverter-side inductor current d-component
IL1d Inverter-side inductor current d-component steady-state value
iL1q Inverter-side inductor current q-component
IL1q Inverter-side inductor current q-component steady-state value
iL2d Grid-side inductor current d-component
IL2d Grid-side inductor current d-component steady-state value
iL2q Grid-side inductor current q-component
IL2q Grid-side inductor current q-component steady-state value
iinS Input current of a non-ideal source
I Identity matrix
Kvc Input voltage controller gain
Kcc Output current controller gain
L Inductance
Lin Input voltage control loop
Lout Output current control loop
q Quadrature component of a space-vector transformed variable
s Laplace variable
Ts Switching period
Toi Output-to-input transfer function
Toi−∞ Ideal output-to-input transfer function
U Vector containing Laplace transformed input variables
u Vector containing input variables
uoL Voltage of non-ideal load
x Vector containing state variables
〈x〉 Average value of variable x
xˆ AC-perturbation around a steady-state operation point
x˙ Time derivative of variable x
x Space-vector
x∗ Complex-conjugate of a space-vector
Y Vector containing Laplace transformed output variables
y Vector containing output variables
Yo−d D-component of inverter output admittance
Yo−q Q-component of inverter output admittance
Yo−sci Short-circuit output admittance
Yo−∞ Ideal output admittance
YS Output admittance of a non-ideal source
viii
Zin−oco Open-circuit input impedance
Zin−∞ Ideal input impedance
Zin Input impedance
ZG Load impedance
ABBREVIATIONS
AC Alternating current
CC Constant current
CF Current-fed
CV Constant voltage
CO2 Carbon-dioxide
DC Direct current
MPP Maximum power point
MPPT Maximum power point tracking
OC Open-circuit
PCC Point of common coupling
PLL Phase-locked loop
PVG Photovoltaic generator
PWM Pulse-width modulation
RHP Right-half plane
SC Short-circuit
VSI Voltage-sourced inverter
11. INTRODUCTION
The utilization of renewable energy resources will play a significant role in the near
future. Globally, approximately 87% of the total energy produced is generated by
fossil fuels and majority (i.e., 38%) comes from oil [1]. Only 7% is produced by
renewable resources. Since the amount of fossil fuels in the world is decreasing, re-
search in renewable energy resources must increase. Photovoltaic (PV) applications
are one of the most studied topics in the field of renewable energy, and also the most
promising alternative for fossil fuels.
PV generators are connected to the utility grid using PV inverters. Inverters
have to be designed such that they supply as high quality power as possible into the
utility grids. Since the number of the inverters and PV systems connected to utility
grids is increasing, the stability and reliability of the connected power electronic
systems have to be considered in more detail. In order to design reliable and stable
PV systems, accurate behavior of the PV generator has to be known thoroughly.
PV generators are often considered as a pure voltage sources. However, in reality
they act as an operating point dependent current source [2], which will be discussed
later in detail.
In order to provide undistorted currents to the utility grid, different type of grid-
filters are used. Often a simple L-type filter may not attenuate current harmonics
sufficiently without compromising size or performance. Therefore, a three-phase
grid-connected PV inverter with LCL-type grid-filter is treated in this thesis. In ad-
dition, LCL-filters are also gaining popularity in industry due to their good filtering
performance.
This thesis presents a full-order small-signal model for a grid-connected PV in-
verter with a cascaded control scheme, where the PV generator is modeled as a
current source. The purpose of this thesis is to derive a model, which can be further
used to analyze the effect of an LCL-filter on dynamic performance of the inverter.
Chapter 2 shortly presents the basic operation of a PV generator and features re-
lated to its operation. In Chapter 3, a small-signal model of a two-level CF-VSI is
derived in synchronous reference frame, which can be used to analyze the dynamic
behavior of the aforementioned inverter. Chapter 4 presents measurements from
a scaled-down prototype inverter with an LCL-filter in order to verify the derived
inverter model. The conclusions are drawn in Chapter 5.
22. PHOTOVOLTAIC GENERATOR
According to [2], a PV generator is a non-linear current source with both constant-
current-like and constant-voltage-like properties depending on the operating point.
The PV generator is often treated as a voltage source although it is basically a cur-
rent source. As a consequence, the dynamic behavior of the interfacing converters is
usually not properly revealed and leads to different dynamical model of the inverter.
Generally a PV generator can be presented using a one-diode equivalent model
as depicted in Fig. 2.1, which contains a photocurrent source iph as well as the
parasitic elements of the PV cell and where ipv and upv are the output current and
the output voltage of the PV generator, respectively.
Figure 2.1: Simplified one diode model for PV cell.
The shunt resistance rsh and the series resistance rs represent various non-idealities
in a real PV cell. The PV generator also contains parasitic capacitance cpv and the
current through the capacitance is denoted as icpv. Usually the value of the parasitic
capasitance is small compared to the input capacitance of the interfacing inverter
and, thus, it may be neglected. A commonly used equation for the current-voltage
characteristics is presented in (2.1) as
ipv = iph − io
[
e
upv+rsipv
AkT/q − 1
]
+
upv + rsipv
rsh
, (2.1)
where A is diode ideality factor, k Boltzmann constant, q elementary charge and T
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the temperature of the PV cell.
It is known that the PV generator has constant-current (CCR) and constant-
voltage (CVR) regions as depicted in Fig. 2.2, which also illustrates the behavior
of operating-point-dependent dynamic resistance rpv as well as dynamic capacitance
cpv. The PV generator resembles a current source at the voltages below the maxi-
mum power point (MPP) voltage since the current produced by the PV generator
is practically constant and the generator has high output impedance. Moreover,
the generator behaves as a voltage source at the voltages above the MPP voltage
due to nearly constant voltage and low output impedance. The point where the
maximum power is extracted from the PV generator is called MPP. Control system
of the interfacing converter regulates its input voltage equal to MPP for maximum
power extraction.
Figure 2.2: Voltage-current curve of a PV generator.
Moreover, non-linear behavior of the dynamic resistance and capacitance is evi-
dent. The dynamic resistance is highest in the CCR and the dynamic capacitance is
highest in the CVR. Especially, the dynamic resistance affects the system dynamics
and, thus causes design constrains, which are discussed later in this thesis.
The dynamic behavior of the PV generator is determined mostly by its dynamic
resistance rpv which also represents the low-frequency value of the impedance. The
dynamic resistance can be given by
rpv = rd ‖ rsh + rs, (2.2)
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where rd is the dynamic resistance of the diode, thus yielding a non-linear resistance.
The dynamic capacitance can be expressed by
cpv ≈ 1
2pirpvf - 3db
, (2.3)
where f - 3db is the cut-off frequency of the impedance magnitude curve. According
to [2], Eq. (2.3) models the cpv with sufficient accuracy in CCR, whereas in CVR it
slightly underestimates cpv. As is shown in [2], the impedance of the PV generator
behaves as an RC-circuit between frequencies of 1 kHz to 100 kHz, hence, the source
impedance ZS can be given according to Fig. 2.2 by
ZS = rs + rd ‖ rsh ‖ 1
scpv
. (2.4)
Eq. (2.4) can be simplified by considering rs ≈ 0, thus yielding
ZS ≈ rd ‖ rsh ‖ 1
scpv
≈ rpv ‖ 1
scpv
, (2.5)
which at low frequencies can be reduced to
ZS ≈ rpv. (2.6)
The output impedance of a PV generator can be approximated as in (2.6) since the
input capacitance of the interfacing converter is much greater than cpv. [2]
53. SMALL-SIGNAL MODELING OF A VSI-BASED
PV INVERTER
This chapter presents a small-signal model for a three-phase VSI-based PV inverter
with LCL-type grid-filter in Laplace-domain. This modeling technique, first in-
troduced by Middlebrook in the 70’s, is accurate up to the half of the switching
frequency. Some studies also suggest z-domain modeling as nowadays the use of dig-
ital controllers is rapidly increasing [3], however, it is not used in this thesis. There
are multiple studies, where the inverter and the filter are insufficiently modeled as
the cross-couplings (due to the modeling technique) and the parasitic elements may
not be included in the model as e.g. in [4–8]. Also there are publications analyzing
only the time-domain behavior such as [4, 5, 9], which may not reveal the special
dynamic characteristics found in frequency-domain analysis.
Often a simple L-type filter may not attenuate the switching ripple currents suf-
ficiently. High power applications require higher value for inductance when using
L-type filter and the dynamic response of the system may deteriorate. An LCL-filter
enables a wide range of power levels with relatively small values for inductances and
capacitance to achieve the same filtering performance as with only a L-type fil-
ter [10–12]. However, it is worth noting that an LCL-type filter causes also design
constraints because of the resonant phenomenon and more complicated dynamic
response requirements. High resonant peaking can be attenuated by passive or ac-
tive damping methods [13, 14]. Passive damping is performed by adding a resistor
in series with the output filter capacitor, whereas the active damping is performed
with linear or nonlinear control methods to provide sufficient damping for the reso-
nance. [14]
The inverter analyzed, in this thesis, is a two-level three-phase inverter based on
the conventional VSI-topology, depicted in Fig. 3.1. The inverter is connected to
the grid with an LCL-type grid-filter. According to the topology, the magnitude of
the input voltage uin has to be 2-or
√
3 -times greater than the magnitude of the
grid phase voltages in order to achieve undistorted grid currents.
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Figure 3.1: Three-phase grid-connected PV inverter with LCL-type grid filter fed from
a current source.
As presented in Fig. 3.1, the system inputs are the input current iin and the
output phase voltages u(a,b,c)n. According to the control engineering principles, the
inputs of a dynamic system cannot be controlled, thus, they act as disturbance
elements. Here the system outputs are the input voltage uin and the output phase
currents iL2(a,b,c). Generally, the system outputs are also the controlled variables,
however, in this thesis the inverter-side inductor (i.e., the boost-inductor) currents
iL1(a,b,c) are selected also as the controlled outputs. This selection is discussed later
in detail.
3.1 Average model
Small-signal modeling begins by deriving equations according to circuit theory for
inductor voltages and capacitor currents over one switching cycle. Equations can be
obtained from Fig. 3.1, where req denotes the sum of the switch on-time resistance
rsw and the inductor ESR value rL as well as rC(a,b,c) which corresponds to the
ESR and the damping resistor of the grid capacitor. Equations for aforementioned
inverter can be presented by
〈uL1a〉 = dA〈uin〉 − (req + rCa)〈iL1a〉 − 〈uCa〉 − rCa〈iCa〉 − 〈uSN〉, (3.1)
〈uL2a〉 = −(rL2a + rCa)〈iL2a〉+ rCa〈iL1a〉 − 〈uan〉+ 〈uSn〉+ 〈uCa〉, (3.2)
〈uL1b〉 = dB〈uin〉 − (req + rCb)〈iL1b〉 − 〈uCb〉 − rCb〈iCb〉 − 〈uSN〉, (3.3)
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〈uL2b〉 = −(rL2b + rCb)〈iL2b〉+ rCb〈iL1b〉 − 〈ubn〉+ 〈uSn〉+ 〈uCb〉, (3.4)
〈uL1c〉 = dC〈uin〉 − (req + rCc)〈iL1c〉 − 〈uCc〉 − rCc〈iCc〉 − 〈uSN〉, (3.5)
〈uL2c〉 = −(rL2c + rCc)〈iL2c〉+ rCc〈iL1c〉 − 〈ucn〉+ 〈uSn〉+ 〈uCc〉, (3.6)
〈iCa〉 = 〈iL1a〉 − 〈iL2a〉, (3.7)
〈iCb〉 = 〈iL1b〉 − 〈iL2b〉, (3.8)
〈iCc〉 = 〈iL1c〉 − 〈iL2c〉, (3.9)
〈uin〉 = 〈uCin〉+ rc〈iCin〉, (3.10)
〈iCin〉 = 〈iin〉 − dA〈iL1a〉 − dB〈iL1b〉 − dC〈iL1c〉, (3.11)
〈ioa〉 = 〈iL2a〉, (3.12)
〈iob〉 = 〈iL2b〉, (3.13)
〈ioc〉 = 〈iL2c〉. (3.14)
Since the average model is derived for a three-phase system, it can be analyzed
by applying the space-vector theory. The analysis can be performed in synchronous
reference frame, where the steady-state operating point required for linearization can
be solved. Linearization is required for the sake of Laplace-transformation, which
is applicaple only for linear systems. According to the space-vector theory, a three-
phase variable can be expressed as a complex valued variable x (t) and real valued
zero sequence component xz(t). However, since symmetrical and ideal grid condition
is assumed, the zero sequence component is negligible.
Fig. 3.2 depicts a space vector −→u ref in synchronous and stationary reference
frames.
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φ
Figure 3.2: Space-vector in both stationary and synchronous reference frames.
In Fig. 3.2, the real and imaginary parts of the space vector −→u ref, i.e., the alpha
and beta components can be expressed by
x (t) =
2
3
(xa(t)e
j0 + xb(t)e
j2pi/3 + xc(t)e
j4pi/3) = xα(t) + jxβ(t), (3.15)
xz(t) =
1
3
(xa(t) + xb(t) + xc(t)). (3.16)
The coefficent 2/3 in (3.15) is a scalar, which scales the magnitude of the space
vector equal to the peak value of the phase variables in a symmetrical and ideal grid
conditions. In general, the coefficent can be either 2/3 or
√
2/3 depending on if the
amplitude or power-invariant transformation is used, respectively.
According to (3.15), the boost-inductor voltages, i.e., (3.1) - (3.6) can be expressed
by
〈uL1〉 = −(req + rCa)〈iL1〉+ d〈uin〉 − 〈uCa〉+ rCa〈iL2〉
− 2
3
(ej0 + ej2pi/3 + ej4pi/3)〈uSN〉. (3.17)
As the coefficent of the common-mode voltage uSN becomes zero, (3.17) can be
presented by
〈uL1〉 = −(req + rC)〈iL1〉+ d〈uin〉 − 〈uC〉+ rC〈iL2〉. (3.18)
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Equation for the grid-side inductor voltage can be expressed by
〈uL2 〉 = −(rL2 + rC)〈iL2〉+ rC〈iL1〉+ 〈uC〉 − 〈uo〉, (3.19)
where iL1, iL2, uC and uo are the vectors of space-vector transformed inverter-
side inductor currents, output-currents, output filter capacitor voltages and output-
voltages, respectively. Moreover, the grid capacitor current can be presented as
space-vectors by
〈iC〉 = 〈iL1〉 − 〈iL2〉. (3.20)
Many publications analyze the inverter in a stationary reference frame in order to
decrease the complexity of the analysis and the computational burden as discussed,
for example, in [7, 15–19]. However, there are also some inconsistencies since in a
stationary reference frame the steady-state operating point cannot be solved nor
the linearization performed in a consistent manner. Furthermore, the synchronous
reference frame may simplify the analysis and controller design as discussed in [9].
In the rotating or synchronous reference frame, the AC-quantities become con-
stant in the steady state, which makes the use of conventional PI-type controller
possible. Analysis in the synchronous reference frame also enables the study of
cross-coupling effects, which are not present if stationary reference frame is used.
Cross-couplings should be included in the analysis as they may have an effect on the
dynamic behavior of the system if, for example, large filtering components in high
power applications are used.
Control method is also dependent on the frame selection. It is known that clas-
sical PI-type controllers do not provide sufficient performance with sinusoidial ref-
erences present in a stationary reference frame. Therefore, a proportional-resonant
controllers (PR-controllers) are often used to track the sinusoidial references as pre-
sented in [16]. Although the performance of a PR-controller in a stationary reference
frame matches the PI-controller in a synchronous reference frame, possible effects of
high resonant peaks caused by the controller as found, for example, in [20, 21] have
to be considered carefully.
In this thesis, the small-signal modeling is performed in the synchronous reference
frame as done in [6, 13, 16, 22]. With the space-vector theory a variable can be pre-
sented in a synchronous reference frame by x s(t) = x (t)e−jωst, where the superscript
’s’ denotes the synchronous reference frame and ωs is the angular frequency of the
reference frame. The synchronous form for (3.18) - (3.20) can be derived by
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〈iL1〉 = 〈i sL1〉ejωst →
d〈iL1〉
dt
=
d〈i sL1〉
dt
ejωst + jωs〈i sL1〉ejωst. (3.21)
By substituting (3.21) into (3.18) and rearranging yields
d〈i sL1〉
dt
=
1
L1
[
d s〈uin〉 − (req + rC + jωsL1)〈i sL1〉+ rC〈i sL2〉 − 〈u sC〉
]
. (3.22)
Now by performing the same procedures, the time derivative for the grid-side induc-
tor current can be expressed by
d〈i sL2〉
dt
=
1
L2
[
− (rL2 + rC + jωsL2)〈i sL2〉+ rC〈i sL1〉+ 〈u sC〉 − 〈u so〉
]
. (3.23)
Moreover, the time derivative of the output capacitor voltage in synchronous refer-
ence frame can be given by
d〈u sC〉
dt
=
1
C
[
〈i sL1〉 − 〈i sL2〉 − jωsCu sC〉
]
. (3.24)
The input capacitor current iCin can be expressed in dq-domain with inverse Park’s
transformation as dA〈iL1a〉+ dB〈iL1b〉+ dC〈iL1c〉 = 32Re{ds〈i sL1〉∗} by
〈iCin〉 = −3
2
[
dd〈iL1d〉+ dq〈iL1q〉
]
+ 〈iin〉. (3.25)
Now the time derivative for the input capacitor voltage can be expressed by
d〈uCin〉
dt
=
1
Cin
[
− 3
2
(dd〈iL1d〉+ dq〈iL1q〉) + 〈iin〉
]
. (3.26)
Furthermore, the input voltage and the ouput current can be expressed by
〈uin〉 = −3
2
rCindd〈iL1d〉 − 3
2
rCindq〈iL1q〉+ 〈uCin〉+ rCin〈iin〉, (3.27)
〈i so〉 = 〈i sL2〉. (3.28)
Finally, (3.22) - (3.28) in the synchronous reference are divided into direct and
quadrature components as x s(t) = xd(t)+ jxq(t). By substituting (3.27) into (3.22)
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and dividing equations into d- and q-components yields
d〈iL1d〉
dt
=
1
L1
[
−
(
req + rC +
3
2
rCind
2
d
)
〈iL1d〉+
(
ωsL1 +
3
2
rCindddq
)
〈iL1q〉
+ rC〈iL2d〉 − 〈uCd〉 + dd〈uCin〉 + rCindd〈iin〉
]
, (3.29)
d〈iL1q〉
dt
=
1
L1
[
−
(
req + rC +
3
2
rCind
2
q
)
〈iL1q〉 −
(
ωsL1 +
3
2
rCindddq
)
〈iL1d〉
+ rC〈iL2q〉 − 〈uCq〉 + dq〈uCin〉 + rCindq〈iin〉
]
, (3.30)
d〈iL2d〉
dt
=
1
L2
[
− (rL2+ rC)〈iL2d〉+ωsL2〈iL2q〉+ rC〈iL1d〉+ 〈uCd〉− 〈uod〉
]
, (3.31)
d〈iL2q〉
dt
=
1
L2
[
− (rL2+ rC)〈iL2q〉−ωsL2〈iL2d〉+ rC〈iL1q〉+ 〈uCq〉− 〈uoq〉
]
, (3.32)
d〈uCin〉
dt
=
1
Cin
[
− 3
2
(
dd〈iL1d〉+ dq〈iL1q〉
)
+ 〈iin〉
]
, (3.33)
d〈uCd〉
dt
=
1
C
[
〈iL1d〉 − 〈iL2d〉
)
+ ωsC〈uCq〉
]
, (3.34)
d〈uCq〉
dt
=
1
C
[
〈iL1q〉 − 〈iL2q〉
)
− ωsC〈uCd〉
]
, (3.35)
〈uin〉 = −3
2
rCindd〈iL1d〉 − 3
2
rCindq〈iL1q〉+ 〈uCin〉+ rCin〈iin〉, (3.36)
〈iod〉 = 〈iL2d〉, (3.37)
〈ioq〉 = 〈iL2q〉. (3.38)
Eqs. (3.29) - (3.38) represent the synchronous-reference-frame average-valued model
for a current-fed VSI.
3.2 Steady-state operating point
The steady-state operating point of the system can be solved from the average-
valued model by setting the derivatives to zero and replacing the average-valued
terms by their corresponding upper case steady-state values. It should be noted
that the equations are simplified and rearranged as the derivation of the steady-
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state operating point is otherwise relatively complex. In this thesis, the inverter-side
inductor currents are controlled, thus, the dynamical model is derived with current
feedback from the inverter-side inductors (i.e., the boost inductors). These currents
are synchronized with the phase-voltages, which are measured from the grid-side.
This feedback arrangement is often selected for safety reasons as otherwise there is
no control in the inverter-side currents.
Here it is assumed that IL1q = 0 and Uoq = 0, thus, the boost inductor currents are
synchronized to the grid voltages and a small amount of reactive power is transferred
to the grid (i.e., IL2q 6= 0). It should be noted that if the inverter is desired to produce
reactive power to the grid, aforementioned q-channel inverter-side inductor current
IL1q is not zero. This leads to more complicated steady-state calculation which,
however, is not presented in this thesis.
The steady-state can now be derived as
0 = −(Req + 3
2
D2drCin)IL1d + rCIL2d − UCd +DdUin + rCinDdIin, (3.39)
0 = −(k3 + 3
2
DdDqrCin)IL1d + rCIL2q − UCq +DqUin + rCinDqIin, (3.40)
Uin = UCin, (3.41)
0 = −3
2
DdIL1d + Iin, (3.42)
0 = −k1IL2q − UCd, (3.43)
0 = k1IL2d − k1IL1d − UCq, (3.44)
0 = k2UCq − k2RIL2q − IL2d, (3.45)
0 = Rk2IL2d − k2rCIL1d − k2UCd + k2Uod − IL2q, (3.46)
where k1 =
1
ωsC
, k2 =
1
ωsL2
, k3 = ωsL1, Req = req + rC and R = rL2 + rC. Now by
substituting (3.43) and (3.44) into (3.45) and (3.46) and solving for IL1d, IL2d, IL2q,
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UCd and UCd yields
IL1d =
2Iin
3Dd
, (3.47)
IL2d =
2IinKILd − 3DdRUod
3DdK
, (3.48)
IL2q = −2IinKILq + 3DdRUodKUo
3DdK
, (3.49)
UCd =
2Iink1KUcd + 3DdUodk1KUo
3DdK
, (3.50)
UCq = −k1 (2IinKUcq + 3DdRUod)
3DdK
, (3.51)
where KILd = k
2
1−k1k2+RrC, KILq = k2rC+k1R−k1rC, KUcd = Rk1−k1rC+k2rC,
KUcq = R
2 + k22 − RrC − k1k2, KUo = k1 − k2 and K = R2 + (k1 − k2)2. Now the
steady-state values for Dd and Dq can be calculated by substituting (3.47) - (3.51)
into (3.39) and (3.40). However, the final symbolic values for Dd and Dq are too
complex to be presented with all the parasitic elements. Appendix A provides a
complete MATLAB-code for calculating the steady state values. Simplified values
for Dd and Dq without any parasitic elements can be presented by
Dd =
Uod
1
ω2sCL2
Uin(
1
ω2sCL2
− 1) , (3.52)
Dq =
2Iin(
1
ωsC
− ωsL1 + L1ωsCL2 )
3Uod
1
ω2sCL2
. (3.53)
The linearization process is described in detail in the next section.
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3.3 Linearized model
The average-valued model is non-linear due to multiplication of duty ratios with
other variables. Therefore, it has to be linearized at the operating point derived in
the previous section. Linearization is performed by developing partial derivatives for
all state, input and output variables, i.e., first-order approximation of the Taylor-
series. Obtained linearized equations can be given by
diˆL1d
dt
=
1
L1
[
− (req + rC + 3
2
rCinD
2
d)ˆiL1d + (ωsL1 +
3
2
rCinDdDq)ˆiL1q
+ rCiˆL2d − uˆCd +DduˆCin + rCinDdiˆin − (rCinIin + Uin)dˆd
]
, (3.54)
diˆL1q
dt
=
1
L1
[
− (req + rC + 3
2
rCinD
2
q)ˆiL1q − (ωsL1 +
3
2
rCinDdDq)ˆiL1d
+ rCiˆL2q − uˆCq +DquˆCin + rCinDqiˆin + (−2DqrCinIin
Dd
)dˆd + Uindˆq
]
, (3.55)
dˆiL2d
dt
=
1
L2
[
− (rL2 + rC)ˆiL2d + ωsL2iˆL2q + rCiˆL1d + uˆCd − uˆod
]
, (3.56)
dˆiL2q
dt
=
1
L2
[
− (rL2 + rC)ˆiL2q − ωsL2iˆL2d + rCiˆL1q + uˆCq − uˆoq
]
, (3.57)
duˆCin
dt
=
1
Cin
[
− 3
2
DdiˆL1d − 3
2
DqiˆL1q + iˆin − Iin
Dd
dˆd
]
, (3.58)
duˆCd
dt
=
1
C
[ˆ
iL1d − iˆL2d + ωsCuˆCq
]
, (3.59)
duˆCq
dt
=
1
C
[ˆ
iL1q − iˆL2q − ωsCuˆCd
]
, (3.60)
uˆin = −3
2
DdrciniˆL1d − 3
2
DqrCiniˆL1q + uˆCin + rCiniˆin − IinrCin
Dd
dˆd, (3.61)
iˆod = iˆL2d, (3.62)
iˆoq = iˆL2q. (3.63)
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Now (3.54) - (3.63) can be expressed as a linearized state-space by
dxˆ (t)
dt
= Axˆ (t) +Buˆ(t)
yˆ(t) = Cxˆ (t) +Duˆ(t)
(3.64)
where xˆ = [ˆiL1d, iˆL1q, iˆL2d, iˆL2q, uˆCd, uˆCq, uˆCin], uˆ = [ˆiin, uˆod, uˆoq, dˆd, dˆq] and yˆ =
[ˆiL1d, iˆL1q, uˆin, iˆod, iˆoq] are the state, input and output variables, respectively. It is
worth noting that the state variables iˆL1d and iˆL1q are also considered as output
variables since they are the controlled variables at the inverter output. The state
matrices in (3.64) can be given according to (3.54) - (3.63) by
A =


−(req+rC+
3
2
rCinD
2
d
)
L1
−(−ωsL1+
3
2
rCinDdDq)
L1
rC
L1
0 − 1
L1
0 Dd
L1
−(req+rC+
3
2
rCinDdDq)
L1
−(ωsL1+
3
2
rCinD
2
q)
L1
0 rC
L1
0 − 1
L1
Dq
L1
rC
L2
0 −(rL2+rC)
L2
ωs
1
L2
0 0
0 rC
L2
−ωs −(rL2+rC)L2 0 1L2 0
1
C
0 − 1
C
0 0 ωs 0
0 1
C
0 − 1
C
−ωs 0 0
−3
2
Dd
Cin
−3
2
Dq
Cin
0 0 0 0 0


,
(3.65)
B =


rCinDd
L1
0 0 − rCinIin+Uin
L1
0
rCinDq
L1
0 0 − rCinDqIin
DdL1
Uin
L1
0 − 1
L2
0 0 0
0 0 − 1
L2
0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
1
Cin
0 0 − Iin
DdCin
0


, (3.66)
C =


1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
−3
2
DdrCin −32DqrCin 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0


, (3.67)
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D =


0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
rCin 0 0 − rCinIinDd 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0


. (3.68)
Furthermore, (3.64) can be Laplace-transformed since it is linearized and presented
by
sX (s) = AX (s) +BU (s)
Y (s) = CX (s) +DU (s)
. (3.69)
Now the transfer functions between input and output variables can be solved as
given by the matrix GH in (3.70)
Y (s) =
[
C(sI−A)−1B+D]U (s) = GHU (s). (3.70)
Here the transfer function matrix GH is commonly known as the H-parameter rep-
resentation, i.e., the inverter is analyzed as current-input-current-output system.
Transfer functions of the system can be presented in matrix form by


iˆL1d
iˆL1q
uˆin
iˆod
iˆoq


=


GHioL-d −Y HL-d GHcrL-qd GHcL-d GHcL-qd
GHioL-q G
H
crL-dq −Y HL-q GHcL-dq GHcL-q
ZHin T
H
oi-d T
H
oi-q G
H
ci-d G
H
ci-q
GHio-d −Y Ho-d GHcr-qd GHco-d GHco-qd
GHio-q G
H
cr-dq −Y Ho-q GHco-dq GHco-q




iˆin
uˆod
uˆoq
dˆd
dˆq


, (3.71)
where the subscript ’L’ denotes the inverter side inductor-related transfer functions.
Presented transfer function matrix is modified as the actual current flows out of the
inverter, thus, the admittances Y Ho-d, Y
H
o-q, Y
H
L-d and Y
H
L-q have to be multiplied by -1.
A linear network model can be presented according to the transfer function matrix
as depicted in Fig. 3.3.
As can be seen from Fig. 3.3, the output voltage uˆo(d,q) is present also in the
inverter-side inductor current network model. This implies that perturbations of
the output voltage uˆo(d,q) affect the inverter-side inductor currents iˆL1(d,q) via the
corresponding transfer functions presented in the top two rows of the matrix in
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Figure 3.3: Linear network model of a CF-VSI.
(3.71). However, if the network model is modified, e.g., by adding a load, the load
must be included to the real output seen from the grid side, i.e., to the iˆo(d,q) related
transfer functions. This procedure is presented in detail in Section 3.5.
The input dynamics of the system can be presented according to the transfer
function matrix by
uˆin = Z
H
in iˆin + T
H
oi-duˆod + T
H
oi-quˆoq +G
H
ci-ddˆd +G
H
ci-qdˆq, (3.72)
where Zin is the input impedance of the system, Toi-(d,q) is known as the reverse trans-
fer function, and Gci-(d,q) is the control-to-input-voltage transfer function. Dynamics
related to inductor currents can be represented as in (3.73) and (3.74) regarding the
boost-inductor currents and as in (3.75) and (3.76) regarding the grid-side output
currents. Equations for the inductor currents can be given according to matrix in
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(3.71) by
iˆL1d = G
H
ioL-diˆin − Y HL-duˆod +GHcrL-qduˆoq +GHcL-ddˆd +GHcL-qddˆq, (3.73)
iˆL1q = G
H
ioL-qiˆin +G
H
crL-dquˆod − Y HL-quˆoq +GHcL-dqdˆd +GHcL-qdˆq, (3.74)
iˆod = G
H
io-diˆin − Y Ho-duˆod +GHcr-qduˆoq +GHco-ddˆd +GHco-qddˆq, (3.75)
iˆoq = G
H
io-qiˆin +G
H
cr-dquˆod − Y Ho-quˆoq +GHco-dqdˆd +GHco-qdˆq, (3.76)
where Gio(L)(d,q) is the input-to-output transfer function or the forward current gain,
Y(o,L)(d,q) is the output admittance, Gcr(L)(dq,qd) is the cross-coupling term between
the d-and q-channels, Gc(o,L)(d,q) is known as the control-to-output-current transfer
function, which is also cross-coupled to different channels as indicated by Gc(o,L)(dq)
and Gc(o,L)(qd) in (3.73) - (3.76).
3.4 Source-affected model of a PV inverter
The dynamical model derived in the previous section does not include the effect of
non-ideal source, which is often encountered in real systems. The effect of the non-
ideal source may alter the dynamics of the system profoundly, thus, it is necessary to
include it into the model. As discussed in Chapter 2, a PV generator has multiple
operating points, which alter the behavior of the system due to the changes in
dynamic resistance denoted earlier by rpv. [2] The effect of the source can be modelled
according to Fig. 3.4.
As can be seen from Fig. 3.4, the input current of the inverter can be presented
by
iˆin = iˆinS − Ysuˆin, (3.77)
where Ys =
1
rpv
i.e. the dynamic resistance of a PV generator. Now by substituting
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Figure 3.4: Linear model of a three-phase PV inverter with a non-ideal source.
uˆin in (3.77) by the input-voltage dynamics given in (3.72) and solving for iˆin yields
iˆin =
1
1 + YsZHin
iˆinS− YsT
H
oi-d
1 + YsZHin
uˆod−
YsT
H
oi-q
1 + YsZHin
uˆoq− YsG
H
ci-d
1 + YsZHin
dˆd−
YsG
H
ci-q
1 + YsZHin
dˆq. (3.78)
The stability of the interconnected subsystems at open loop can be analyzed by
applying Nyquist stability criterion to the inverse minor loop-gain-term YsZ
H
in.
Now by substituting derived input-current iˆin into the nominal open-loop dynam-
ics presented by (3.73) - (3.76), the source-affected transfer functions can be solved.
The input-voltage-related transfer functions can be given by
uˆin = Z
HS
in iˆinS + T
HS
oi-duˆod + T
HS
oi-quˆoq +G
HS
ci-ddˆd +G
HS
ci-qdˆq, (3.79)
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where
ZHSin =
ZHin
1 + YsZHin
, (3.80)
THSoi-d =
THoi-d
1 + YsZHin
, (3.81)
THSoi-q =
THoi-q
1 + YsZHin
, (3.82)
GHSci-d =
GHci-d
1 + YsZHin
, (3.83)
GHSci-q =
GHci-q
1 + YsZHin
. (3.84)
Now the source-affected inverter-side inductor current transfer functions can be
solved by substituting (3.78) in (3.73) and (3.74). These transfer functions can
be used, for example, to analyze the effect of the source (e.g., a PV generator) to
the control loops, which are significantly affected. The d-channel boost-inductor
current can be presented by
iˆL1d = G
HS
ioL-diˆinS − Y HSL-d uˆod +GHScrL-qduˆoq +GHScL-ddˆd +GHScL-qddˆq, (3.85)
where
GHSioL-d =
GHioL-d
1 + YsZHin
, (3.86)
Y HSL-d = −
1 + YsZ
H
inL-d-oc
1 + YsZHin
Y HL-d, (3.87)
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GHScrL-qd =
1 + YsZ
H
inL-qd-oc
1 + YsZHin
GHcrL-qd, (3.88)
GHScL-d =
1 + YsZ
H
inL-d-inf
1 + YsZHin
GHcL-d, (3.89)
GHScL-qd =
1 + YsZ
H
inL-qd-inf
1 + YsZHin
GHcL-qd, (3.90)
and the q-channel boost-inductor current by
iˆL1q = G
HS
ioL-qiˆinS +G
HS
crL-dquˆod − Y HSL-q uˆoq +GHScL-dqdˆd +GHScL-qdˆq, (3.91)
where
GHSioL-q =
GHioL-q
1 + YsZHin
, (3.92)
GHScrL-dq =
1 + YsZ
H
inL-dq-oc
1 + YsZHin
GHcrL-dq, (3.93)
Y HSL-q = −
1 + YsZ
H
inL-q-oc
1 + YsZHin
Y HL-q, (3.94)
GHScL-dq =
1 + YsZ
H
inL-dq-inf
1 + YsZHin
GHcL-dq, (3.95)
GHScL-q =
1 + YsZ
H
inL-q-inf
1 + YsZHin
GHcL-q. (3.96)
The open-circuit and ideal input impedances in (3.86) - (3.96) are given explicitly
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by (3.97) and (3.98), respectively.
ZHinL-d-oc = Z
H
in +
TH
oi-d
GH
ioL-d
Y H
L-d
, ZHinL-qd-oc = Z
H
in −
THoi-qG
H
ioL-d
GH
crL-qd
,
ZHinL-dq-oc = Z
H
in −
TH
oi-d
GHioL-q
GH
crL-dq
, ZHinL-q-oc = Z
H
in +
THoi-qG
H
ioL-q
Y H
L-q
,
(3.97)
ZHinL-d-inf = Z
H
in − G
H
ci-d
GH
ioL-d
GH
cL-d
, ZHinL-qd-inf = Z
H
in −
GHci-qG
H
ioL-d
GH
cL-qd
,
ZHinL-dq-inf = Z
H
in −
GH
ci-d
GHioL-q
GH
cL-dq
, ZHinL-q-inf = Z
H
in +
GHci-qG
H
ioL-q
GH
cL-q
.
(3.98)
Finally, by performing the same procedures as above, the source-affected transfer
functions for the grid-side inductor current can be presented by
iˆod = G
HS
io-diˆinS − Y HSo-d uˆod +GHScr-qduˆoq +GHSco-ddˆd +GHSco-qddˆq, (3.99)
iˆoq = G
HS
io-qiˆinS +G
HS
cr-dquˆod − Y HSo-q uˆoq +GHSco-dqdˆd +GHSco-qdˆq, (3.100)
where the d-channel-related transfer functions can be given by
GHSio-d =
GHio-d
1 + YsZHin
, (3.101)
Y HSo-d = −
1 + YsZ
H
in-d-oc
1 + YsZHin
Y Ho-d, (3.102)
GHScr-qd =
1 + YsZ
H
in-qd-oc
1 + YsZHin
GHcr-qd, (3.103)
GHSco-d =
1 + YsZ
H
in-d-inf
1 + YsZHin
GHco-d, (3.104)
GHSco-qd =
1 + YsZ
H
in-qd-inf
1 + YsZHin
GHco-qd, (3.105)
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and the q-channel-related transfer functions by
GHSio-q =
GHio-q
1 + YsZHin
, (3.106)
GHScr-dq =
1 + YsZ
H
in-dq-oc
1 + YsZHin
GHcr-dq, (3.107)
Y HSo-q = −
1 + YsZ
H
in-q-oc
1 + YsZHin
Y Ho-q, (3.108)
GHSco-dq =
1 + YsZ
H
in-dq-inf
1 + YsZHin
GHco-dq, (3.109)
GHSco-q =
1 + YsZ
H
in-q-inf
1 + YsZHin
GHco-q. (3.110)
The open-circuit and the ideal input impedances in (3.101) - (3.110) are in explicit
forms by (3.111) and (3.112).
ZHin-d-oc = Z
H
in +
TH
oi-d
GH
io-d
Y H
o-d
, ZHin-qd-oc = Z
H
in −
THoi-qG
H
io-d
GH
cr-qd
,
ZHin-dq-oc = Z
H
in −
TH
oi-d
GHio-q
GH
cr-dq
, ZHin-q-oc = Z
H
in +
THoi-qG
H
io-q
Y Ho-q
,
(3.111)
ZHin-d-inf = Z
H
in − G
H
ci-d
GH
io-d
GH
co-d
, ZHin-qd-inf = Z
H
in −
GHci-qG
H
io-d
GH
co-qd
,
ZHin-dq-inf = Z
H
in −
GH
ci-d
GHio-q
GH
co-dq
, ZHin-q-inf = Z
H
in +
GHci-qG
H
io-q
GHco-q
.
(3.112)
3.5 Load-affected model of a PV inverter
It is well known that the load impedance can significantly affect the dynamic behav-
ior of the inverter. Therefore, the load-effect must be included into the model. It is
worth noting that mathematically the load can be included either to the open-loop
model or to the closed-loop model. However, the load is included to the open-loop
model as its effect, e.g., to the control loop design can be analyzed.
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The load effect can be calculated according to Fig. 3.5. It should be noted that
for simplicity, it is assumed that no parallel components in the load impedance is
present. However, this may be done as the connected load in this thesis is the three-
phase grid and the impedance is the most interesting issue. The load is included
with parallel components in [23] if further review of the topic is needed.
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Figure 3.5: Load-affected model of a PV inverter at open loop.
Fig. 3.5 presents the impedance ZG and the grid voltage uˆoL. This grid impedance
matrix can be estimated mathematically or it can be measured oﬄine or online from
the real grid using different techniques presented for example in [24–26].
As can be deduced from Fig. 3.5, the input voltage and the output grid-current
can be presented with matrices by
uˆin = Ziniˆin +Toiuˆo +Gcidˆ, (3.113)
iˆo = Gioiˆin −Y ouˆo +Gcodˆ, (3.114)
where the terms Toi,Gci, Gio, Y o and Gco can be presented with the cross-coupling
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effects by
Toi =
[
Toi-d
Toi-q
]
, (3.115)
Gci =
[
Gci-d
Gci-q
]
, (3.116)
Gio =
[
Gio-d
Gio-q
]
, (3.117)
Y o =
[
−Yo-d Gcr-qd
Gcr-dq −Yo-q
]
, (3.118)
Gco =
[
Gco-d Gco-qd
Gco-dq Gco-q
]
. (3.119)
The output-voltage uo can be given by
uˆo = ZGiˆo + uˆoL, (3.120)
where the grid impedance matrix can be presented by
ZG =
[
ZG-d ZG-qd
ZG-dq ZG-q
]
. (3.121)
Now by substituting uˆo in (3.114) by (3.120) yields
iˆo = Gioiˆin −Y o
(
ZGiˆo + uˆoL
)
+Gcodˆ, (3.122)
which can be rearranged as follows
iˆo = (I+Y oZG)
−1
Gioiˆin− (I+Y oZG)−1Y ouˆoL+ (I+Y oZG)−1Gcodˆ, (3.123)
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where I is the unit matrix with suitable dimensions. It is worth noting that iˆo
represents also the grid-side inductor current previously denoted as iˆL2. From (3.123)
the load-affected transfer functions for the output current can be presented by
G
L
io = (I+Y oZG)
−1
Gio, (3.124)
Y
L
o = −(I+Y oZG)−1Y o, (3.125)
G
L
co = (I+Y oZG)
−1
Gco, (3.126)
where the superscript ’L’ denotes the load-affected transfer functions.
The effect of the grid impedance to the inverter-side inductor current iˆL1 can be
derived as follows. By substituting (3.123) into (3.120) and solving for uˆo yields
uˆo =
[
(I+Y oZG)
−1
Gioiˆin − (I+Y oZG)−1Y ouˆoL
+ (I +Y oZG)
−1
Gcodˆ
]
ZG + uˆoL. (3.127)
The equation for inverter-side inductor current can be presented by
iˆL1 = GioLiˆin −Y oLuˆo +GcLdˆ. (3.128)
Now by substituting uˆo in (3.128) by (3.127) and solving for iˆL1 gives the load-
affected inverter-side inductor current, which can be now presented by
iˆL1 = iˆin
[
GioL −Y oLZGGio(I+Y oZG)−1
]
+ uˆoL
[−Y oL
+Y oLY oZG(I+Y oZG)
−1
]
+ dˆ
[
GcL −Y oLZGGco(I+Y oZG)−1
]
,
(3.129)
where
GioL =
[
GioL-d
GioL-q
]
, (3.130)
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Y L =
[
−YL-d GcrL-qd
GcrL-dq −YL-q
]
, (3.131)
GcL =
[
GcL-d GcL-qd
GcL-dq GcL-q
]
. (3.132)
The load-affected transfer functions for the inverter-side inductor can be given ac-
cording to (3.129) by
G
L
ioL = GioL −Y oLZGGio(I+Y oZG)−1, (3.133)
Y
L
L = Y oL −Y oLY oZG(I+Y oZG)−1, (3.134)
G
L
cL = GcL −Y oLZGGco(I+Y oZG)−1. (3.135)
As the purpose of this thesis is to present a complete dynamic model for the
PV inverter, which can be subsequently used to analyze the effects of different grid
impedances to the inverter dynamics, the most valuable information is found in the
output impedances, i.e., Zo = Y
−1
o of the inverter. The inverter is interfaced with
the grid according to Fig. 3.6 where the grid is assumed to be inductive.
Figure 3.6: Grid interfacing of a CF-VSI.
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The stability of the system is determined by the term Y oZG. The stability can be
analyzed by applying the well-known Nyquist stability-criterion presented in [27] to
the impedances Y o and ZG according to (3.136) [28]
Ldq =
[
Yo-d Gcr-qd
Gcr-dq Yo-q
][
ZG-d ZG-qd
ZG-dq ZG-q
]
, (3.136)
which may be simplified by neglecting the cross-coupling terms. Now the d-channel
and q-channel impedance ratios can be given by
Ld = Yo-dZG-d =
ZG-d
Zo-d
, (3.137)
Lq = Yo-qZG-q =
ZG-q
Zo-q
. (3.138)
It is worth noting that even though the grid is often modeled as an inductive load
as presented, for example, in [10, 24, 25, 29], the real load may vary significantly.
Inverter may be accompanied with many other inverters and, therefore, the grid
impedance should not be analyzed as a pure inductor. Research on the effect of
other inverters and PE devices on the grid impedance would be valuable, however,
it is not included in this thesis.
3.6 Closed-loop model
Due to nature of the discussed inverter, a cascaded-control scheme is used as a control
strategy as done also in [23,30] and many other grid-connected inverter applications.
The outer loop, i.e., the input-voltage control-loop provides the d-channel current
reference to the inner output-current-loop. It should be noted that the q-channel
output-current reference is usually set to zero to obtain unity power factor.
The inner current-control-loop is designed with high bandwidth to ensure high
output impedance and sufficient power quality [31]. Thus, the current injected to
the utility grid is less distorted, even though there is distortion in the grid voltages.
The input-voltage controller is designed with lower bandwidth than the current loop,
and the crossover frequency has to be higher than the RHP pole frequency and lower
than twice the grid frequency. Usually this means a few tens of Hertz of bandwidth
for a three-phase inverter. [32] These limitations are discussed more in detail in
Chapter 4.
A block diagram of the complete dynamical model is depicted in Fig. 3.9. It is
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worth noting that the effect of the grid-synchronization by the phase-locked loop
is also included in the model, which induces a feed-forward effect to the control
system from the q-channel output voltage uˆoq. This phenomenon is discussed in the
following subsection.
3.6.1 Effect of the grid-synchronization
Theoretical derivation of the PLL-effect begins by analyzing the small-signal angle
difference between the grid reference frame and the control system reference frame.
According to [33], the control system d and q-components can be given as a function
of grid d and q-components by
xˆd-c = xˆd+Θ∆xˆq +Xqθ∆,
xˆq-c = xˆq+Θ∆xˆd +Xdθ∆,
(3.139)
where the subscript extension ’c’ denotes a variable in the reference frame tied to the
control system variables. Eq. (3.139) is linearized at a predefined operating point,
where Θ represents the steady state value of the error angle. However, in steady-
state it is assumed that the error is zero as well as the grid voltage Uoq, q-component
of the controlled current IL1q and the q-component of the duty ratio Dq. Hence the
grid variables can be given by means of the control system variables by
uˆod = uˆod-c, uˆoq = uˆoq-c + Uodθˆ∆,
iˆL1d = iˆL1d-c, iˆL1q = iˆL1q-c + IL1dθˆ∆,
dˆd = dˆd-c, dˆq = dˆq-c +Ddθˆ∆.
(3.140)
As can be deduced, the PLL does not affect the d-channel current control, because
the q-channel steady state duty ratio Dq is usually close to zero. Therefore, it may
be assumed that iˆL1d = iˆL1d-c in the block diagram presented in Fig. 3.9.
The small-signal presentation of a conventional PLL block diagram is presented
in Fig. 3.7 according to [33].
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0V
Figure 3.7: Small-signal block diagram of a PLL.
From Fig. 3.7, the small-signal angle can be solved (i.e., the PLL transfer function)
and given by
θˆ∆ = θˆc =
1
Uod
LPLL
1 + LPLL
uˆoq, (3.141)
where
LPLL = −Gc-PLLUod
s
. (3.142)
It is worth noting that the grid synchronization with the PLL alters the inverter
output impedance as shown, for example, in [33, 34]. Because of the PLL, the
phase of the q-channel output impedance is shifted to -180 degrees, which makes
the inverter prone to instability or harmonic resonance if the inverter is connected
to a weak grid. High bandwidth PLL increases the risk of instability since the phase
stays close to -180 degrees over a wider frequency band. Fig. 3.8 shows predicted
behavior of the output impedance under influence of a phase-locked loop.
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Figure 3.8: Predicted inverter q-channel output impedance Zo-q with PLL (solid line)
and without PLL (dashed line)
3.6.2 Closed-loop model derivation
Closed-loop transfer functions for a cascaded control scheme can be derived by first
computing the closed-loop transfer functions when only the output-current control
is active and then treating the obtained model as an open-loop system for the input-
voltage control-loop derivation. In the complete control block diagram, depicted in
Fig. 3.9, Gse is the voltage-sensing transfer function, Gvc is the voltage controller,
Ga is the modulator gain of the current controller (in digital control systems this
can be neglected), Req is the current-sensing equivalent transfer function, Gcc is the
current controller and GPLL is the transfer function of the phase-locked loop, which
was derived in previous subsection.
Control block diagram of an output-current-controlled inverter is presented in
Fig. 3.10. According to Fig. 3.10, the d-channel duty ratio dˆd can be given by
dˆd = − 1
GcL-d
Lout-diˆL1d +
1
GcL-dReq-d
Lout-duˆ
ref
iL1d +DqGPLLuˆoq, (3.143)
and the d-channel inverter-side inductor current can be presented by
iˆL1d = (−Req-diˆL1d + uˆrefiL1d)Gcc-dGaGcL-d +GioL-diˆin − YL-duˆod +GcrL-qduˆoq
+ GcL-qddˆq + DqGPLLGcL-duˆoq, (3.144)
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where
Lout-d = Req-dGcc-dGaGcL-d. (3.145)
From (3.143) and (3.144), the derivation of a general form for the d-channel duty
ratio can be performed. However, the derivation of the duty ratios is relatively
complex, and therefore, it is presented in detail only in Appendix B. Derived general
form for the d-channel duty-ratio can be presented by
dˆd =
1
1− GcL-dqGcL-qd
GcL-qGcL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
{
− 1
GcL-d
Lout-d
[
GioL-d
1 + Lout-d
iˆin − YL-d
1 + Lout-d
uˆod
+
GcrL-qd
1 + Lout-d
uˆoq +
DqGcL-dGPLL
1 + Lout-d
uˆoq +
1
Req-d
Lout-d
1 + Lout-d
uˆrefiL1d +
GcL-qd
1 + Lout-d
x
(
− GioL-q
GcL-q
Lout-q
1 + Lout-q
iˆin − GcrL-dq
GcL-q
Lout-q
1 + Lout-q
uˆod +
YL-q
GcL-q
Lout-q
1 + Lout-q
uˆoq
+
1
Req-qGcL-q
Lout-q
1 + Lout-q
uˆrefiL1q+
IL1dGPLL
GcL-q
Lout-q
1 + Lout-q
uˆoq+DdGPLL
1
1 + Lout-q
uˆoq
)]
+
1
GcL-dReq-d
Lout-duˆ
ref
iL1d +DqGPLLuˆoq
}
. (3.146)
Respectively, the q-channel duty ratio derivation can be performed from equations
obtained from Fig. 3.10, where dˆq can be presented by
dˆq = − 1
GcL-q
Lout-qiˆL1q+
1
GcL-qReq-q
Lout-quˆ
ref
iL1q+DdGPLLuˆoq+
IL1dGPLL
GcL-q
Lout-quˆoq.
(3.147)
From Fig. 3.10, the q-channel inverter-side inductor current can be given by
iˆL1q = (−Req-qiˆL1q + uˆrefiL1q + IL1dGPLLReq-quˆoq)Gcc-qGaGcL-q +GioL-qiˆin
+GcrL-dquˆod − YL-quˆoq +GcL-dqdˆd +DdGPLLGcL-quˆoq, (3.148)
where
Lout-q = Req-qGcc-qGaGcL-q. (3.149)
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The detailed derivation of the equation can be found in Appendix B. The q-channel
duty-ratio can be presented according to (3.150) by
dˆq =
1
1− GcL-dqGcL-qd
GcL-qGcL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
{
− 1
GcL-q
Lout-q
[ GioL-q
1 + Lout-q
iˆin+
GcrL-dq
1 + Lout-q
uˆod
− YL-q
1 + Lout-q
uˆoq+
DdGcL-qGPLL
1 + Lout-q
uˆoq+IL1dGPLL
Lout-q
1 + Lout-q
uˆoq+
1
Req-q
Lout-q
1 + Lout-q
uˆrefiL1q
+
GcL-dq
1 + Lout-q
(
−GioL-d
GcL-d
Lout-d
1 + Lout-d
iˆin+
YL-d
GcL-d
Lout-d
1 + Lout-d
uˆod−GcrL-qd
GcL-d
Lout-d
1 + Lout-d
uˆoq
+
1
Req-dGcL-d
Lout-d
1 + Lout-d
uˆrefiL1d +DqGPLL
1
1 + Lout-d
uˆoq
)]
+
1
GcL-qReq-q
Lout-quˆ
ref
iL1q
+DdGPLLuˆoq +
IL1dGPLL
GcL-q
Lout-quˆoq
}
. (3.150)
The d- and q-channel duty ratios can be substituted to the open-loop dynamics of
the input voltage uˆin and the inductor currents iˆL1d, iˆL1q, iˆod and iˆoq. Furthermore,
the closed-loop transfer functions, when the output-current control-loops are closed,
can be solved. Derived transfer functions are presented with all cross-coupling effects
in Appendix C.
The closed-loop transfer functions, when all control loops are closed, can be solved
according to Fig. 3.11, where the derived output-current-loop transfer functions are
used as an open-loop system for the input voltage control-loop derivation. The
d-channel output-current reference can be given according to Fig. 3.11 by
uˆrefiL1d = Gse-vGvcuˆin −Gvcuˆrefuin. (3.151)
Now by substituting (3.151) into the derived output-current-controlled input voltage
dynamics yields
uˆin = Z
out
in iˆin+T
out
oi-duˆod+T
out
oi-quˆoq+G
out
ci-d
(
Gse-vGvcuˆin −Gvcuˆrefuin
)
+Goutci-quˆ
ref
iL1q, (3.152)
where the superscript ’out’ denotes that only the output-current-control loop is
connected. By solving (3.152) for uˆin, the complete closed-loop transfer functions
for input dynamics can be expressed by
Ztotin =
uˆin
iˆin
=
Zoutin
1− Lin , (3.153)
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T totoi-d =
uˆin
uˆod
=
T outoi-d
1− Lin , (3.154)
T totoi-q =
uˆin
uˆoq
=
T outoi-q
1− Lin , (3.155)
Gtotci-d =
uˆin
uˆrefuin
= − 1
Gse-v
Lin
1− Lin , (3.156)
and
Gtotci-q =
uˆin
uˆrefiL1q
=
Goutci-q
1− Lin , (3.157)
where the input-voltage loop gain Lin = G
out
ci-dGse-vGvc and the superscript ’tot’ de-
notes the complete closed-loop transfer function. The inverter-side inductor current
and output current dynamics can be solved by substituting derived expression for
uˆin into (3.151) and substituting (3.151) into (C.7), (C.13), (C.19) and (C.25). The
inverter-side inductor current dynamics can be presented by
iˆL1d = G
tot
ioL-diˆin − Y totL-d uˆod +GtotcrL-qduˆoq +GtotcL-duˆrefiL1d +GtotcL-qduˆrefiL1q, (3.158)
and
iˆL1q = G
tot
ioL-qiˆin +G
tot
crL-dquˆod − Y totL-q uˆoq +GtotcL-dquˆrefiL1d +GtotcL-quˆrefiL1q, (3.159)
where the d-channel-related transfer function are given by
GtotioL-d =
iˆL1d
iˆin
= GoutioL-d +
Lin
1− Lin
Zoutin G
out
cL-d
Goutci-d
, (3.160)
Y totL-d =
iˆL1d
uˆod
= Y outL-d −
Lin
1− Lin
T outoi-dG
out
cL-d
Goutci-d
, (3.161)
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GtotcrL-qd =
iˆL1d
uˆoq
= GoutcrL-qd +
Lin
1− Lin
T outoi-qG
out
cL-d
Goutci-d
, (3.162)
GtotcL-d =
iˆL1d
uˆrefuin
= −GoutcL-dGvc
(
Lin
1− Lin + 1
)
, (3.163)
and
GtotcrL-qd =
iˆL1d
uˆrefIL1q
= GoutcL-qd +
Lin
1− Lin
Goutci-qG
out
cL-d
Goutci-d
. (3.164)
Furthermore, the transfer functions for the q-channel inverter-side inductor current
can be expressed by
GtotioL-q =
iˆL1q
iˆin
= GoutioL-q +
Lin
1− Lin
Zoutin G
out
cL-dq
Goutci-d
, (3.165)
GtotcrL-dq =
iˆL1q
uˆod
= GoutcrL-dq +
Lin
1− Lin
T outoi-dG
out
cL-dq
Goutci-d
, (3.166)
Y totL-q =
iˆL1q
uˆoq
= Y outL-q −
Lin
1− Lin
T outoi-qG
out
cL-dq
Goutci-d
, (3.167)
GtotcL-dq =
iˆL1q
uˆrefuin
= −GoutcL-dqGvc
(
Lin
1− Lin + 1
)
, (3.168)
and
GtotcL-q =
iˆL1q
uˆrefIL1q
= GoutcL-q +
Lin
1− Lin
Goutci-qG
out
cL-dq
Goutci-d
. (3.169)
By performing the same procedures, the dynamics of the output currents iod and ioq
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can be presented by
iˆod = G
tot
io-diˆin − Y toto-d uˆod +Gtotcr-qduˆoq +Gtotco-duˆrefiL1d +Gtotco-qduˆrefiL1q, (3.170)
and
iˆoq = G
tot
io-qiˆin +G
tot
cr-dquˆod − Y toto-q uˆoq +Gtotco-dquˆrefiL1d +Gtotco-quˆrefiL1q, (3.171)
where the d-channel closed-loop transfer functions are given by
Gtotio-d =
iˆod
iˆin
= Goutio-d +
Lin
1− Lin
Zoutin G
out
co-d
Goutci-d
, (3.172)
Y toto-d =
iˆod
uˆod
= Y outo-d −
Lin
1− Lin
T outoi-dG
out
co-d
Goutci-d
, (3.173)
Gtotcr-qd =
iˆod
uˆoq
= Goutcr-qd +
Lin
1− Lin
T outoi-qG
out
co-d
Goutci-d
, (3.174)
Gtotco-d =
iˆod
uˆrefuin
= −Goutco-dGvc
(
Lin
1− Lin + 1
)
, (3.175)
and
Gtotco-qd =
iˆod
uˆrefIL1q
= Goutco-qd +
Lin
1− Lin
Goutci-qG
out
co-d
Goutci-d
. (3.176)
Moreover, the q-channel closed-loop transfer functions are as follows:
Gtotio-q =
iˆoq
iˆin
= Goutio-q +
Lin
1− Lin
Zoutin G
out
co-dq
Goutci-d
(3.177)
Gtotcr-dq =
iˆoq
uˆod
= Goutcr-dq +
Lin
1− Lin
T outoi-dG
out
co-dq
Goutci-d
(3.178)
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Y toto-q =
iˆoq
uˆoq
= Y outo-q −
Lin
1− Lin
T outoi-qG
out
co-dq
Goutci-d
(3.179)
Gtotco-dq =
iˆoq
uˆrefuin
= −Goutco-dqGvc
(
Lin
1− Lin + 1
)
(3.180)
Gtotco-q =
iˆoq
uˆrefIL1q
= Goutco-q +
Lin
1− Lin
Goutci-qG
out
co-dq
Goutci-d
(3.181)
The controller design can be done according to Lout-d, Lout-q and Lin, however, the
design is discussed in detail in the next chapter.
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Figure 3.9: Control-block diagram of a grid-connected CF inverter with cascaded input-
voltage-output-current control scheme.
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Figure 3.10: Control-block diagram of an output-current-controlled grid-connected CF
inverter.
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Figure 3.11: Control-block diagram of a input-voltage-controlled CF inverter.
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4. MODEL VERIFICATION
This chapter presents the measurements from the scaled-down prototype inverter in
order to verify the inverter model derived in Chapter 3. First the chapter presents
the open-loop measurements and then the closed-loop measurements.
The prototype LCL-filter was designed for the verification process and the design
procedures are presented in detail, for example, in [10,16]. The resonant frequency of
the LCL-filter was designed to 6 kHz. In the measurement setup, the grid-simulator
provides sinusoidal output-currents, which are generated with 10 kHz switching fre-
quency.
The resonant frequency of the filter can be given according to [16] by
fres =
1
2pi
√
L1 + L2
L1L2Cd
, (4.1)
where L1 is the inverter-side inductance, L2 is the grid-side inductance and Cd is the
output filter capacitance. The inductance and the capacitance values were chosen
according to the literature examples found in [10]. Table 4.1 presents the selected
values for the LCL-filter. For passive damping, a power resistor was also included
to avoid high resonant peaking as was discussed earlier. Parasitic resistances of the
inductors were verified from the actual filter to ensure compliance to the simulations.
Table 4.1: LCL-filter passive component values.
Component Value
L1 365 µH
rL1-ESR 40 mΩ
L2 240 µH
rL1-ESR 30 mΩ
Cd 4,7 µF
rC-ESR 10 mΩ
Rd 2 Ω
The correct value for the damping resistor Rd can be derived from the impedance
of the filter capacitor at the resonant frequency. Usually the damping value is one
third of the corresponding impedance value [10].
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Table 4.2 presents used operating point and power-stage component values.
Table 4.2: Operating point and power-stage component values.
Parameter Value
Iin-MPP 1,9 A
Uin-MPP 31,7 V
Iin-CCR 2,1 A
Uin-CCR 25 V
Iin-CVR 1,5 A
Uin-CVR 35 V
Uod-ref 6,6 V
Uoq-ref 0 V
rpv-MPP
Uin-MPP
Iin-MPP
rpv-CCR 155,8 Ω
rpv-CVR 3,4 Ω
Cin 1100 µF
rCin 10 mΩ
rsw 100 mΩ
fs 50 Hz
fsw 75 kHz
The value of the input capacitor is dependent on the RHP zero frequency found
in source-affected control-to-output-current transfer function and correct design is
essential for stable operation of the inverter. As presented by Puukko in [23], the
RHP zero frequency can be expressed by
ωRHP,max =
Iin,max
Uin,minCin
. (4.2)
Moreover, the minimum value for the input capacitor can be presented by
Cin,min =
kRHPki
kgrid
Isc
Uin-minωgrid
, (4.3)
where an inequality kgridωgrid = ωv-loop ≥ kRHPωRHP must be satisfied [23]. The
input-voltage control-loop bandwidth ωv-loop should be within the range of 10 Hz -
50 Hz to avoid DC-link voltage ripple to affect the grid currents. Usually a safety
factor kRHP = 2 is chosen according to [35] and a safety factor for maximum input
current can be chosen as ki = 1, 5, which presents the relation in Iin,max = kiIsc [23].
The RHP zero has to be taken into account when designing a control system, which
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is discussed in Section 4.2.
4.1 Open-loop verifications
This presents the measurement results to validate the derived inverter model at open
loop. Important transfer function to be validated is the control-to-inductor-current
transfer function GHScL-d as it change significantly when the operating point of the PV
generator varies. Open-loop verifications were carried out using measurement setup
depicted in Fig. 4.2. All measurements were processed and the control system was
implemented by means of the digital signal processor eZdsp F28335.
The source (PV generator) was a modular solar-array simulator E4360 manu-
factured by Agilent. Real output impedances of the SAS were measured in both
CVR and CCR to be used in the analytical predictions. Obtained impedances are
presented in Fig. 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: SAS output impedances in CCR (solid line) and in CVR (dashed line).
ELGAR SW 5250A voltage source was used as the three-phase grid voltage emu-
lator. In practice, ELGAR cannot operate as a power sink, therefore, resistors (i.e.,
rload in Fig. 4.2) were connected in parallel with ELGAR to consume the power
produced by the inverter. At open loop, the grid emulator (i.e., the AC voltage
source ELGAR) was synchronized with the DSP reference frame to provide as ideal
synchronization with the grid as possible, because the effect of grid-synchronization
was not included into the open-loop model.
At open loop, the inverter switches are controlled by constant steady-state duty
ratios depending on the operating point, which were derived in Chapter 3. Mea-
sured and processed synchronous reference frame variables were transferred to the
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frequency response analyzer by the DSP-board. It is also noteworthy that the injec-
tion from the frequency responce analyzer was processed in the DSP in order to add
injection for the frequency response measurements. All the transfer functions were
measured with frequency response analyzer Venable Model 3120 denoted in Fig 4.2
as FRA.
Figure 4.2: Open-loop measurement setup.
It should be noted that the delay effect caused by the digital control is included
to the predictions as it decreases the phase in the measurements. First-order Pade´
approximation was used for the delay as given by
Gdelay =
1− Tss
1 + Tss
, (4.4)
where Ts is the switching period.
As presented in [2] and [36], the selection of the input source alters the inverter
behavior significantly. The inverter has to operate reliably at all operating points.
However, a PV generator induces design constaints which have to be considered
carefully. The effect of the changing operating point can be demonstrated by in-
vestigating the source-affected control-to-inductor-current transfer function GHScL-d
presented in (4.5), which incorporates a RHP zero if the operating point is in the
CCR.
GHScL-d =
1 + YsZ
H
inL-d-inf
1 + YsZHin
GHcL-d, (4.5)
Transfer function in (4.5) is too complex to extract the frequency of the RHP zero
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in a symbolic form even without parasitic elements. Therefore, the appearance of
the RHP zero is demonstrated by means of predicted transfer functions in Fig. 4.3.
As can be seen in Fig. 4.3, the operating point dependent zero is located in the
RHP when the inverter is operating in CCR. This affects significantly the control-
to-inductor-current transfer function by flipping the phase by 180 degrees, when a
transition from CVR to CCR (or vice versa) occurs.
CVR
CCR
MPP
CCR
MPP
CVR
Figure 4.3: Predicted d-channel control-to-inductor-current transfer function GHScL-d at
MPP (dashed line), CCR (dash-dotted line) and CVR (solid line).
The RHP zero, induced by the control-to-inductor-current transfer function GHScL-d,
has to be taken into account very carefully when designing the control system as it
may lead to system instability if the control system is designed poorly. However, the
inverter may be designed to be stable in both CCR and CVR due to the cascaded
control scheme, which is discussed in the next section. Measured control-to-inductor-
current GHScL-d transfer functions are presented in Fig. 4.4 in both CCR and CVR.
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Figure 4.4: Measured (solid line) and predicted (dash-dotted line) d-channel control-to-
inductor-current transfer functions GHScL-d in CCR and CVR.
The q-channel control-to-inductor-current transfer function GHScL-q is not affected
by the change of the operating point. This is due to the fact that the transfer
function does not incorporate an RHP zero, when the operating point changes from
CVR to CCR. Predicted bode-plot of the GHScL-q is presented in all operating points
in Fig. 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Predicted q-channel control-to-inductor-current transfer function GHScL-q at
MPP (dashed line), CCR (dash-dotted line) and CVR (solid line).
Measured q-channel control-to-inductor-current transfer functions are presented in
both CCR and CVR in Figs. 4.6 and 4.7
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Figure 4.6: Measured (solid line) and predicted (dash-dotted line) control-to-inductor-
current transfer function GHScL-q in CCR.
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Figure 4.7: Measured (solid line) and predicted (dash-dotted line) control-to-inductor-
current transfer function GHScL-q in CVR.
According to Figs. 4.4 - 4.7, the predictions match well especially for the d-
channel-related transfer functions. It can be seen that the prototype inverter has
much higher damping values in the first resonant circuit formed by the input capac-
itor and the inverter-side inductor. Therefore, the resonant peaking at around 100
Hz is highly damped compared to the predictions.
As can be seen from Figs. 4.6 and 4.7, there is inaccuracy compared to the pre-
dictions. This may be caused by a little synchronization error between the DSP and
the grid simulator ELGAR. Also the q-channel duty-ratio Dq is relatively small,
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which makes the measurement setup more sensitive to distortions. Moreover, at
open loop the system is affected greatly by all the unidealities, which could not be
predicted accurately enough. This leads to mismatches between the predictions and
measurements.
The control-to-input-voltage transfer function presents the relation between duty
ratio and the input voltage and is not affected by the change of operating point,
because the control-to-input transfer function does not incorporate any operating
point-dependent zeros. This is visible in Figs. 4.8 and 4.9 where the GHSci-d is pre-
sented in both CCR and CVR, respectively.
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Figure 4.8: Measured (solid line) and predicted (dash-dotted line) control-to-input-
voltage transfer function GHSci-d in CCR.
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Figure 4.9: Measured (solid line) and predicted (dash-dotted line) control-to-input-
voltage transfer function GHSci-d in CVR.
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As can be seen, the operating point does not affect the frequency responses of GHSci-d
significantly at all as they are practically identical. However, it is noteworthy that
the phase of frequency responses starts at 180 degrees.
Input impedance of the inverter is important when analyzing stability of the
source and inverter input interface. Verification of the input impedances is presented
in Figs. 4.10 and 4.11.
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Figure 4.10: Measured (solid line) and predicted (dash-dotted line) input impedance
ZHSin in CCR.
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Figure 4.11: Measured (solid line) and predicted (dash-dotted line) input impedance
ZHSin in CVR.
As discussed earlier, the resonant peaking around the frequency of 100 Hz is
greatly damped in the measured frequency responses. This implies that the system
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has higher parasitic resistances, which are not estimated properly. However, the
input impedance behaves correctly as it resembles a resistor-like behavior at low
frequencies and a capacitive-like behavior at higher frequencies.
4.2 Closed-loop verifications
Closed-loop control system design begins by designing proper controllers. According
to control engineering principles, the inner loop of the cascaded control scheme has
to be designed first. As presented in Section 3.6, the inductor-current loop-gain is
given by
Lout-d = Req-dGcc-dGaG
HS
cL-d, (4.6)
where the current controller Gcc-d is a conventional PI-type controller, which can be
given by
Gcc-d =
Kcc-d(s+ ωz)
s(s+ ωp)
. (4.7)
As discussed earlier, the source-affected control-to-inductor-current transfer func-
tion GHScL-d incorporates an RHP zero when the operating point of the PV generator
is in CCR. According to the control engineering principles, the control bandwidth
has to be limited below the RHP zero frequency for stable operation. However, as
discussed earlier, highest frequency for a RHP zero can be given by (4.2), which
results in too low bandwidth for grid-connected inverter, and therefore, poor power
quality. This implies that the inverter would be stable only in the CVR, when only
inductor-current control is active, because high current-control bandwidth is essen-
tial in grid-connected applications. Hence, the output-current controller is designed
in the CVR to obtain high enough bandwidth and to ensure stable operation as the
input-voltage-loop stabilizes the inductor-current-loop when inverter is operating in
the CCR.
Closed-loop measurements were carried out with a setup depicted in Fig. 4.12.
The setup was used to measure the output impedances as they are important for
the future research. In Fig. 4.12, the grid emulator ELGAR was synchronized with
the DSP 2, which also provided injection to the phase voltages in order to mea-
sure the frequency response. DSP 2 also performed necessary measurements from
the grid-side phase voltages and currents. The purpose of DSP 1 was to perform
grid-synchronization for the control system, because the PLL effect is visible only
if the control system operates in different reference frame compared to the real grid
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as discussed in Section 3.6.1.
Figure 4.12: Closed-loop measurement setup.
According to (4.6), the inductor-current loop-gain can be presented as in Fig.
4.13, where Kcc-d = 141, ωz = 2pi300 Hz and ωp = 2pi37, 5 kHz. High pole frequency
was desired to attenuate high frequency switching ripple.
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Figure 4.13: Output-current loop-gain Lout-d in CCR.
As can be seen in Fig. 4.13, the crossover frequency of 800 Hz and phase margin of
72 degrees were obtained. The crossover frequency can be extended up to 2 kHz but
was noticed to cause extra noise which disturbed the measurements. The q-channel
loop-gain dynamics resemble the d-channel dynamics, and therefore, the same tun-
ing parameters were used for the q-channel current control.
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The input-voltage controller was designed in the CCR according to (C.5) found
in App. C. It is worth noting that the source-affected control-to-inductor-current
transfer function GHScL-d introduces an RHP pole to the control-to-input-voltage trans-
fer function Goutci-d as given in (C.5). This implies that the input-voltage loop given
by
Lin = GseGvcG
out
ci-d ≈ GseGvcGHci-d
1
GHcL-dReq-d
Lout-d
1 + Lout-d
(4.8)
incorporates an RHP pole if the operating point is in the CCR. According to the
control engineering principles, the controller bandwidth has to be higher than the
RHP pole frequency, which in this case is around 20 Hz. Input-voltage loop-gain in
the CCR is depicted in Fig. 4.14, where Kvc = 3, 2, ωz = 2pi1 Hz and ωp = 2pi500
Hz. The controller pole was placed at relatively low frequency to attenuate the
300 Hz ripple voltage present in the DC-link voltage of three-phase grid-connected
inverters. For comparison, the input-voltage loop-gain is also presented in the CVR
in Fig. 4.15, where the RHP pole is not present.
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Figure 4.14: Measured (solid line) and predicted (dashed line) input-voltage loop-gain
Lin in CCR.
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Figure 4.15: Measured (solid line) and predicted (dashed line) input-voltage loop-gain
Lin in CVR.
As can be seen from Fig. 4.14, an attenuation of around 20 dB was achieved for the
100 Hz grid ripple. With the chosen gain value, crossover frequency of 40 Hz with
70 degrees phase margin was obtained.
As the stability analysis of the grid-interface is important, output impedances of
the inverter were measured. Stability can be evaluated if the output impedance of the
inverter is measured or predicted accurately. However, in practice, the impedance
measurements from a time-varying system can be difficult. Therefore, accurate
predictions are valuable in order to analyze the stability of the inverter. Measured
and predicted output impedances presented in (C.21) and (C.28) are depicted in
Figs. 4.16 - 4.19 in both CCR and CVR.
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Figure 4.16: Measured (solid line) and predicted (dashed line) d-channel output
impedance in CCR.
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Figure 4.17: Measured (solid line) and predicted (dashed line) q-channel output
impedance in CCR.
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Figure 4.18: Measured (solid line) and predicted (dashed line) d-channel output
impedance in CVR.
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Figure 4.19: Measured (solid line) and predicted (dashed line) q-channel output
impedance in CVR.
As can be seen from Fig. 4.16, the d-channel output impedance resembles the
impedance of a passive circuit, because the phase is always in the range of -90
to 90 degrees. Actually, the d-channel impedance behaves like a pure resistor at
lower frequencies, which induces beneficial damping to the network. As presented in
Section 3.6.1, the q-channel output impedance has a negative-resistor-like behavior
below the PLL bandwidth. This may cause harmonic resonance or instability when
inverter is connected to a weak grid as presented for example in [28]. However,
stability analysis of impedance interactions is not included in this thesis.
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As can be deduced from the open-loop and closed-loop measurements, the closed-
loop predictions match the measurements with good accuracy. Moreover, the res-
onant behavior of the LCL-filter is evident in the kilohertz range, and is correctly
predicted by the model.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
Photovoltaic generator is a unique power source with both constant-current and
constant-voltage source characteristics, which are dependent on the operating point
of the generator. As discussed in Chapter 2, in constant-current region (CCR)
the source acts as a constant-current source with high output impedance. More-
over, in constant-voltage region the source acts as a voltage source with low output
impedance. Due to this phenomenon, the PV generator introduces an operating
point-dependent RHP zero to the control-to-inductor-current transfer function when
operating point is in the CCR. This leads to a phase flip of 180 degrees, which causes
major control system design constraints.
An LCL-type filter is gaining popularity in grid-current filtering because of its
good filtering performance compared to a simple L-type filter. However, the use of
LCL-filter causes also design issues as the LCL-filter has an inherent resonance at
a spesific frequency, which is dependent on the values of the filtering components.
This resonant behavior has to be taken into account by damping it with either pas-
sive or active methods. Passive damping is implemented by adding a series resistor
to the grid-side filter-capacitor, whereas active damping is performed using different
control methods.
In addition, the control topology is different compared to an ordinary L-filter
since the current measurements are taken from the inverter-side inductors and volt-
age measurements from the grid side. This causes the inverter to produce a small
amount of reactive power, because the currents of the boost-inductors are synchro-
nized with the grid-voltages. However, if the current measurements are taken from
the grid-side, it may introduce a safety issue, where there is no control in the boost-
inductor-currents.
Due to the LCL-filter, small-signal modeling of the inverter becomes more com-
plicated compared to an inverter with just an L-type filter since the LCL-type filter
introduces new state variables to the model (i.e., the capacitor voltages uc(d,q) and
boost-inductor currents iL1(d,q)). However, modeling can be performed and the sys-
tem steady-state values calculated.
As customary in three-phase grid-connected applications, a cascaded control-
scheme was used. In cascaded control scheme, the control system consists of two
control loops connected in cascade. In this thesis, the input-voltage and the inverter-
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side inductor-currents are the controllable variables. Thus, in the cascaded control
system, the outer loop controls the input voltage, which generates a reference for
the inner loop controlling the inverter-side inductor current. According to control
engineering principles, the inner loop must have faster dynamics compared to the
outer loop, which also applies the control system presented in this thesis.
Some interesting observations may be drawn from the thesis. It is clear that
even though the LCL-filter leads to a very complex small-signal model, the inverter
can be modeled very accurately without neglecting any parasitic elements or cross-
coupling effects. As discussed in Section 3.6.1, the grid-synchronization causes a
negative-resistor-like behavior in the q-channel output impedance. This may lead to
instability if the input impedance of interfaced load matches the output impedance
of the inverter with 180 degree phase difference. Therefore, it would be valuable to
study if the q-channel output impedance could be somehow passivated.
The effect of the LCL-filter on the control system of the inverter was minimal. The
resonant frequency of the LCL-filter was designed to be around 6 kHz. Moreover,
the resonant peaking may be taken into account in the design and it has negligi-
ble effect on the inverter dynamics if the control loops are designed properly. In
this thesis, the current control loop has a bandwidth below the resonant frequency.
Thus, the resonant peaking does not affect the current control loop. Bandwidth over
the resonant frequency was not realisable due to inadequate measurement devices.
However, this may be done with proper equipment if higher bandwidth is needed as
the filter does not present any major constraints to it.
As can be deduced from the thesis and measurements, the inverter model derived
was accurate. Thus, it can be used in further research such as in stability analy-
sis. Stability of an interconnected photovoltaic power system should be guaranteed
since the grid has always finite input impedance and may exhibit inductive or even
resonant behavior at the point of common coupling (PCC). Stability can be eval-
uated if the shape of the inverter input and output impedances are measured or
predicted accurately. In practice, measuring the impedances from a time-varying
system, such as a PV inverter is not straight-forward but can be performed using
proper measurement equipment. However, with accurate small-signal model, only
the grid impedance has to be measured or estimated.
Moreover, at open loop the measurements included more gain and phase errors
due to parasitic mismatches between the analytical model and the inverter proto-
type. However, they were accurate enough to present the behavior of the inverter
at open loop. At closed loop, the good match between predictions and measured
responses was evident.
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A. MATLAB CODE FOR CF-VSI STEADY STATE
CALCULATION
% ########### operating point ###########
eq1=’-k1*IL2q=Ucd’
eq2=’k1*IL2d-k1*IL1d=Ucq’
eq3=’k2*IL2d+R*IL2q=Ucq’
eq4=’R*IL2d-rC*IL1d-k2*IL2q+Uod=Ucd’
eq5=’IL1d=2*Iin/(3*Dd)’
f=solve(eq1,eq2,eq3,eq4,eq5,’IL2d’,’IL2q’,’Ucd’,’Ucq’,’IL1d’)
%
% % ### simplified IL2d IL2q ###
%
eq10=’IL2d=(2*Iin*K_ild-3*Dd*R*Uod)/(3*Dd*K)’
eq11=’IL2q=-(2*Iin*K_ilq+3*Dd*Uod*Kuo)/(3*Dd*K)’
eq12=’Uin*Dd^2+rC*IL2d*Dd+IL2q*Dd*k1-2*Iin*Req/3=0’
eq13=’Dq*Uin-k1*(IL2d-2*Iin/(3*Dd))+rC*IL2q-2*Iin*k3/(3*Dd)=0’
g=solve(eq10,eq11,eq12,eq13,’Dd’,’Dq’,’IL2d’,’IL2q’)
% ### Without parasitic elements ###
eq1=’-k1*IL2q=Ucd’
eq2=’k1*IL2d-k1*IL1d=Ucq’
eq3=’k2*IL2d+0*IL2q=Ucq’
eq4=’0*IL2d-0*IL1d-k2*IL2q+Uod=Ucd’
eq5=’IL1d=2*Iin/(3*Dd)’
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h=solve(eq1,eq2,eq3,eq4,eq5,’IL2d’,’IL2q’,’Ucd’,’Ucq’,’IL1d’)
%
% % ### simplified IL2d IL2q ###
%
eq10=’IL2d=(2*Iin*K_ild-3*Dd*0*Uod)/(3*Dd*K)’
eq11=’IL2q=-(2*Iin*0+3*Dd*Uod*Kuo)/(3*Dd*K)’
eq12=’Uin*Dd^2+0*IL2d*Dd+IL2q*Dd*k1-2*Iin*0/3=0’
eq13=’Dq*Uin-k1*(IL2d-2*Iin/(3*Dd))+0*IL2q-2*Iin*k3/(3*Dd)=0’
y=solve(eq10,eq11,eq12,eq13,’Dd’,’Dq’,’IL2d’,’IL2q’)
% now the symbolic values for Dd and Dq
Dd = ((K*Req*(K_ilq*((8*Iin*Req*Uin*K^2)/3 + (8*Iin*K_ilq*Uin*K*k1)/3 -
(8*Iin*K_ild*Uin*K*rC)/3 + Kuo^2*Uod^2*k1^2 + 2*Kuo*R*Uod^2*k1*rC
+ R^2*Uod^2*rC^2)^(1/2) + 2*K*Kuo*Req*Uod + K_ilq*Kuo*Uod*k1
- 2*K_ild*Kuo*Uod*rC - K_ilq*R*Uod*rC))/(2*(K_ilq*k1 - K_ild*rC + K*Req))
+ (K_ilq*k1*(K_ilq*((8*Iin*Req*Uin*K^2)/3 + (8*Iin*K_ilq*Uin*K*k1)/3
- (8*Iin*K_ild*Uin*K*rC)/3 + Kuo^2*Uod^2*k1^2 + 2*Kuo*R*Uod^2*k1*rC
+ R^2*Uod^2*rC^2)^(1/2) + 2*K*Kuo*Req*Uod + K_ilq*Kuo*Uod*k1
- 2*K_ild*Kuo*Uod*rC - K_ilq*R*Uod*rC))/(2*(K_ilq*k1 - K_ild*rC + K*Req))
- (K_ild*rC*(K_ilq*((8*Iin*Req*Uin*K^2)/3 + (8*Iin*K_ilq*Uin*K*k1)/3
- (8*Iin*K_ild*Uin*K*rC)/3 + Kuo^2*Uod^2*k1^2 + 2*Kuo*R*Uod^2*k1*rC
+ R^2*Uod^2*rC^2)^(1/2) + 2*K*Kuo*Req*Uod + K_ilq*Kuo*Uod*k1
- 2*K_ild*Kuo*Uod*rC - K_ilq*R*Uod*rC))/(2*(K_ilq*k1 - K_ild*rC + K*Req))
- K*Kuo*Req*Uod + K_ild*Kuo*Uod*rC + K_ilq*R*Uod*rC)/(K*K_ilq*Uin)
Dq = -((K*k1*(K_ilq*((8*Iin*Req*Uin*K^2)/3 + (8*Iin*K_ilq*Uin*K*k1)/3 -
(8*Iin*K_ild*Uin*K*rC)/3 + Kuo^2*Uod^2*k1^2 + 2*Kuo*R*Uod^2*k1*rC +
R^2*Uod^2*rC^2)^(1/2) + 2*K*Kuo*Req*Uod + K_ilq*Kuo*Uod*k1
- 2*K_ild*Kuo*Uod*rC - K_ilq*R*Uod*rC))/(2*(K_ilq*k1 - K_ild*rC + K*Req)) -
(K*k3*(K_ilq*((8*Iin*Req*Uin*K^2)/3 + (8*Iin*K_ilq*Uin*K*k1)/3 -
(8*Iin*K_ild*Uin*K*rC)/3 + Kuo^2*Uod^2*k1^2 + 2*Kuo*R*Uod^2*k1*rC +
R^2*Uod^2*rC^2)^(1/2) + 2*K*Kuo*Req*Uod + K_ilq*Kuo*Uod*k1
- 2*K_ild*Kuo*Uod*rC - K_ilq*R*Uod*rC))/(2*(K_ilq*k1 - K_ild*rC + K*Req)) -
(K_ild*k1*(K_ilq*((8*Iin*Req*Uin*K^2)/3 + (8*Iin*K_ilq*Uin*K*k1)/3 -
(8*Iin*K_ild*Uin*K*rC)/3 + Kuo^2*Uod^2*k1^2 + 2*Kuo*R*Uod^2*k1*rC +
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R^2*Uod^2*rC^2)^(1/2) + 2*K*Kuo*Req*Uod + K_ilq*Kuo*Uod*k1
- 2*K_ild*Kuo*Uod*rC - K_ilq*R*Uod*rC))/(2*(K_ilq*k1 - K_ild*rC + K*Req)) -
(K_ilq*rC*(K_ilq*((8*Iin*Req*Uin*K^2)/3 + (8*Iin*K_ilq*Uin*K*k1)/3 -
(8*Iin*K_ild*Uin*K*rC)/3 + Kuo^2*Uod^2*k1^2 + 2*Kuo*R*Uod^2*k1*rC +
R^2*Uod^2*rC^2)^(1/2) + 2*K*Kuo*Req*Uod + K_ilq*Kuo*Uod*k1
- 2*K_ild*Kuo*Uod*rC - K_ilq*R*Uod*rC))/(2*(K_ilq*k1 - K_ild*rC + K*Req))
- K*Kuo*Uod*k1 + K*Kuo*Uod*k3 + K_ild*Kuo*Uod*k1
+ K_ilq*R*Uod*k1)/(K*K_ilq*Uin)
% where the steady state coefficents are as follows:
k1=1/(ws*C)
k2=ws*L2
k3=ws*L1
R=rL2+rC
Req=req+rC
K=R^2+(k1-k2)^2
K_ild=k1^2-k1*k2+R*rC
K_ilq=k2*rC+R*k1-k1*rC
Kuo=k1-k2
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B. DUTY RATIO DERIVATION FOR
OUTPUT-CURRENT LOOPS
This appendix provides the closed-loop duty ratio derivation, which is subsequently
used to calculate the closed-loop transfer functions. According to the block diagram
of the closed-loop model presented in Fig. 3.10, the duty ratio can be presented by
dˆd = − 1
GcL-d
Lout-diˆL1d +
1
GcL-dReq-d
Lout-duˆ
ref
iL1d +DqGPLLuˆoq, (B.1)
and the inverter-side d-channel output-current can be presented by
iˆL1d = (−Req-diˆL1d + uˆrefiL1d)Gcc-dGaGcL-d +GioL-diˆin − YL-duˆod +GcrL-qduˆoq
+ GcL-qddˆq + DqGPLLGcL-duˆoq (B.2)
Furthermore, in Fig. 3.10 the q-channel duty ratio dˆq can be presented by
dˆq = [−(GioL-qiˆin +GcrL-dquˆod − YL-quˆoq +GcL-dqdˆd +GcL-qdˆq
− IL1dGPLLuˆoq)Req-q + uˆrefiL1q]Gcc-qGa +DdGPLLuˆoq, (B.3)
where iˆL1q is presented with the input variables. Now by solving (B.3) for dˆq and
rearranging yields
dˆq = −GioL-q
GcL-q
Lout-q
1 + Lout-q
iˆin − GcrL-dq
GcL-q
Lout-q
1 + Lout-q
uˆod +
YL-q
GcL-q
Lout-q
1 + Lout-q
uˆoq
− GcL-dq
GcL-q
Lout-q
1 + Lout-q
dˆd +
1
Req-qGcL-q
Lout-q
1 + Lout-q
uˆrefiL1q +
IL1dGPLL
GcL-q
Lout-q
1 + Lout-q
uˆoq
+ DdGPLL
1
1 + Lout-q
uˆoq (B.4)
Now iˆL1d can be solved by substituting obtained value for dˆq into (B.2). Hence, iˆL1d
can be given by
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iˆL1d =
GioL-q
1 + Lout-d
iˆin − YL-d
1 + Lout-d
uˆod +
GcrL-qd
1 + Lout-d
uˆoq +
DqGcL-dGPLL
1 + Lout-d
uˆoq
+
1
Req-d
Lout-d
1 + Lout-d
uˆrefiL1d+
GcL-qd
1 + Lout-d
(
−GioL-q
GcL-q
Lout-q
1 + Lout-q
iˆin−GcrL-dq
GcL-q
Lout-q
1 + Lout-q
uˆod
+
YL-q
GcL-q
Lout-q
1 + Lout-q
uˆoq − GcL-dq
GcL-q
Lout-q
1 + Lout-q
dˆd +
1
Req-qGcL-q
Lout-q
1 + Lout-q
uˆrefiL1q
+
IL1dGPLL
GcL-q
Lout-q
1 + Lout-q
uˆoq +DdGPLL
1
1 + Lout-q
uˆoq
)
. (B.5)
A general form for dˆd can now be obtained by substituting (B.5) into (B.1) yielding
dˆd = − 1
GcL-d
Lout-d
[
GioL-q
1 + Lout-d
iˆin− YL-d
1 + Lout-d
uˆod+
GcrL-qd
1 + Lout-d
uˆoq+
DqGcL-dGPLL
1 + Lout-d
uˆoq
+
1
Req-d
Lout-d
1 + Lout-d
uˆrefiL1d+
GcL-qd
1 + Lout-d
(
−GioL-q
GcL-q
Lout-q
1 + Lout-q
iˆin−GcrL-dq
GcL-q
Lout-q
1 + Lout-q
uˆod
+
YL-q
GcL-q
Lout-q
1 + Lout-q
uˆoq − GcL-dq
GcL-q
Lout-q
1 + Lout-q
dˆd +
1
Req-qGcL-q
Lout-q
1 + Lout-q
uˆrefiL1q
+
IL1dGPLL
GcL-q
Lout-q
1 + Lout-q
uˆoq +DdGPLL
1
1 + Lout-q
uˆoq
)]
+
1
GcL-dReq-d
Lout-duˆ
ref
iL1d
+ DqGPLLuˆoq, (B.6)
which now can be rearranged and presented by
dˆd =
1
1− GcL-dqGcL-qd
GcL-qGcL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
{
− 1
GcL-d
Lout-d
[
GioL-d
1 + Lout-d
iˆin − YL-d
1 + Lout-d
uˆod
+
GcrL-qd
1 + Lout-d
uˆoq +
DqGcL-dGPLL
1 + Lout-d
uˆoq +
1
Req-d
Lout-d
1 + Lout-d
uˆrefiL1d +
GcL-qd
1 + Lout-d
x
(
− GioL-q
GcL-q
Lout-q
1 + Lout-q
iˆin − GcrL-dq
GcL-q
Lout-q
1 + Lout-q
uˆod +
YL-q
GcL-q
Lout-q
1 + Lout-q
uˆoq
+
1
Req-qGcL-q
Lout-q
1 + Lout-q
uˆrefiL1q+
IL1dGPLL
GcL-q
Lout-q
1 + Lout-q
uˆoq+DdGPLL
1
1 + Lout-q
uˆoq
)]
+
1
GcL-dReq-d
Lout-duˆ
ref
iL1d +DqGPLLuˆoq
}
. (B.7)
Respectively, the q-channel duty ratio dˆq and boost-inductor current iˆL1q can be
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given by
dˆq = − 1
GcL-q
Lout-qiˆL1q+
1
GcL-qReq-q
Lout-quˆ
ref
iL1q+DdGPLLuˆoq+
IL1dGPLL
GcL-q
Lout-quˆoq,
(B.8)
iˆL1q = (−Req-qiˆL1q + uˆrefiL1q + IL1dGPLLReq-quˆoq)Gcc-qGaGcL-q +GioL-qiˆin
+ GcrL-dquˆod − YL-quˆoq + GcL-dqdˆd +DdGPLLGcL-quˆoq. (B.9)
The d-channel duty ratio found in (B.9) can be given according to Fig. 3.10 by
dˆd = [−(GioL-diˆin − YL-duˆod +GcrL-qduˆoq +GcL-ddˆd +GcL-qddˆq)Req-d
+ uˆrefiL1d]Gcc-dGa + DqGPLLuˆoq (B.10)
Now by solving for dˆd yields
dˆd = −GioL-d
GcL-d
Lout-d
1 + Lout-d
iˆin +
YL-d
GcL-d
Lout-d
1 + Lout-d
uˆod − GcrL-qd
GcL-d
Lout-d
1 + Lout-d
uˆoq
− GcL-qd
GcL-d
Lout-d
1 + Lout-d
dˆq +
1
Req-dGcL-d
Lout-d
1 + Lout-d
uˆrefiL1d +DqGPLL
1
1 + Lout-d
uˆoq.
(B.11)
Now iˆL1q can be solved by substituting obtained value for dˆd into (B.9) yielding
iˆL1q =
GioL-q
1 + Lout-q
iˆin +
GcrL-dq
1 + Lout-q
uˆod − YL-q
1 + Lout-q
uˆoq +
DdGcL-qGPLL
1 + Lout-q
uˆoq
+IL1dGPLL
Lout-q
1 + Lout-q
uˆoq+
1
Req-q
Lout-q
1 + Lout-q
uˆrefiL1q+
GcL-dq
1 + Lout-q
(
−GioL-d
GcL-d
Lout-d
1 + Lout-d
iˆin
+
YL-d
GcL-d
Lout-d
1 + Lout-d
uˆod − GcrL-qd
GcL-d
Lout-d
1 + Lout-d
uˆoq − GcL-qd
GcL-d
Lout-d
1 + Lout-d
dˆq
+
1
Req-dGcL-d
Lout-d
1 + Lout-d
uˆrefiL1d +DqGPLL
1
1 + Lout-d
uˆoq
)
. (B.12)
A general form for dˆq can now be obtained by substituting (B.12) into (B.8) and
presented by
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dˆq = − 1
GcL-q
Lout-q
[
GioL-q
1 + Lout-q
iˆin+
GcrL-dq
1 + Lout-q
uˆod− YL-q
1 + Lout-q
uˆoq+
DdGcL-qGPLL
1 + Lout-q
uˆoq
+IL1dGPLL
Lout-q
1 + Lout-q
uˆoq+
1
Req-q
Lout-q
1 + Lout-q
uˆrefiL1q+
GcL-dq
1 + Lout-q
(
−GioL-d
GcL-d
Lout-d
1 + Lout-d
iˆin
+
YL-d
GcL-d
Lout-d
1 + Lout-d
uˆod − GcrL-qd
GcL-d
Lout-d
1 + Lout-d
uˆoq − GcL-qd
GcL-d
Lout-d
1 + Lout-d
dˆq
+
1
Req-dGcL-d
Lout-d
1 + Lout-d
uˆrefiL1d+DqGPLL
1
1 + Lout-d
uˆoq
)]
+
1
GcL-qReq-q
Lout-quˆ
ref
iL1q
+DdGPLLuˆoq +
IL1dGPLL
GcL-q
Lout-quˆoq. (B.13)
By further arranging the equation, the general form for the q-channel duty ratio can
be given by
dˆq =
1
1− GcL-dqGcL-qd
GcL-qGcL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
{
− 1
GcL-q
Lout-q
[ GioL-q
1 + Lout-q
iˆin+
GcrL-dq
1 + Lout-q
uˆod
− YL-q
1 + Lout-q
uˆoq+
DdGcL-qGPLL
1 + Lout-q
uˆoq+IL1dGPLL
Lout-q
1 + Lout-q
uˆoq+
1
Req-q
Lout-q
1 + Lout-q
uˆrefiL1q
+
GcL-dq
1 + Lout-q
(
−GioL-d
GcL-d
Lout-d
1 + Lout-d
iˆin+
YL-d
GcL-d
Lout-d
1 + Lout-d
uˆod−GcrL-qd
GcL-d
Lout-d
1 + Lout-d
uˆoq
+
1
Req-dGcL-d
Lout-d
1 + Lout-d
uˆrefiL1d +DqGPLL
1
1 + Lout-d
uˆoq
)]
+
1
GcL-qReq-q
Lout-quˆ
ref
iL1q
+DdGPLLuˆoq +
IL1dGPLL
GcL-q
Lout-quˆoq
}
. (B.14)
70
C. OUTPUT-CURRENT LOOP TRANSFER
FUNCTIONS
This chapter presents the transfer functions when only the output-current control-
loops are connected. The input-voltage can be presented by
uˆin = Z
out
in iˆin + T
out
oi-duˆod + T
out
oi-quˆoq +G
out
ci-duˆ
ref
iL1q +G
out
ci-quˆ
ref
iL1q, (C.1)
where
Zoutin = Z
H
in +G
H
ci-d
−Lout-d
GH
cL-d
(
GH
ioL-d
1+Lout-d
− G
H
cL-qd
1+Lout-d
GHioL-q
GH
cL-q
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
)
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
+ GHci-q
−Lout-q
GH
cL-q
(
GHioL-q
1+Lout-q
− G
H
cL-dq
1+Lout-q
GH
ioL-d
GH
cL-d
Lout-d
1+Lout-d
)
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
, (C.2)
T outoi-d = T
H
oi-d +G
H
ci-d
−Lout-d
GH
cL-d
(
− Y HL-d
1+Lout-d
− G
H
cL-qd
1+Lout-d
GH
crL-dq
GH
cL-q
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
)
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
+ GHci-q
−Lout-q
GH
cL-q
(
GH
crL-dq
1+Lout-q
− G
H
cL-dq
1+Lout-q
Y H
L-d
GH
cL-d
Lout-d
1+Lout-d
)
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
, (C.3)
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T outoi-q = T
H
oi-q +G
H
ci-d
−Lout-d
GH
cL-d
(
GH
crL-qd
1+Lout-d
+
GH
cL-qd
1+Lout-d
Y HL-q
GH
cL-q
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
)
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
+GHci-d
DqGPLL − Lout-dGH
cL-d
[
DqGHcL-dGPLL
1+Lout-d
+
GH
cL-qd
1+Lout-d
(
IL1dGPLL
GH
cL-q
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
+ DdGPLL
1+Lout-q
)]
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
+GHci-q
−Lout-q
GH
cL-q
(
− Y
H
L-q
1+Lout-q
− G
H
cL-dq
1+Lout-q
GH
crL-qd
GH
cL-d
Lout-d
1+Lout-d
)
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
+GHci-q
{
DdGPLL +
IL1dGPLL
GH
cL-q
Lout-q
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
−
Lout-q
GH
cL-q
[
DdG
H
cL-qGPLL
1+Lout-q
+ IL1dGPLL
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
+
GH
cL-dq
1+Lout-q
DqGPLL
1+Lout-d
]
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
}
, (C.4)
Goutci-d = G
H
ci-d
− Lout-d
GH
cL-d
Req-d
(
Lout-d
1+Lout-d
− 1
)
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
+ GHci-q
− G
H
cL-dq
Req-dG
H
cL-q
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
Lout-d
1+Lout-d
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
, (C.5)
Goutci-q = G
H
ci-d
− G
H
cL-qd
GH
cL-d
GH
cL-q
Req-d
Lout-d
1+Lout-d
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
+ GHci-q
− Lout-q
GH
cL-q
Req-q
(
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
− 1
)
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q(1+Lout-d)
. (C.6)
The d-channel inverter-side inductor current transfer functions, when only the
output-current loops are closed, can be given by
iˆL1d = G
out
ioL-diˆin − Y outL-d uˆod +GoutcrL-qduˆoq +GoutcL-duˆrefiL1d +GoutcL-qduˆrefiL1q, (C.7)
where
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GoutioL-d = G
H
ioL-d +
−Lout-d
(
GH
ioL-d
1+Lout-d
− G
H
ioL-q
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-qd
1+Lout-d
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
)
1− GcL-dqGcL-qd
GcL-qGcL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
+
−Lout-qGcL-qdGcL-q
(
GHioL-q
1+Lout-q
− GHioL-d
GH
cL-d
GH
cL-dq
1+Lout-q
Lout-d
1+Lout-d
)
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
, (C.8)
Y outL-d = Y
H
L-d −
−Lout-d
(
− Y HL-d
1+Lout-d
− G
H
crL-dq
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-qd
1+Lout-d
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
)
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
−
−Lout-qGcL-qdGcL-q
(
GH
crL-dq
1+Lout-q
+
Y H
L-d
GH
cL-d
GH
cL-dq
1+Lout-q
Lout-d
1+Lout-d
)
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
, (C.9)
GoutcrL-qd = G
H
crL-qd +G
H
cL-d
−Lout-d
GH
cL-d
(
GH
crL-qd
1+Lout-d
+
GH
cL-qd
1+Lout-d
Y HL-q
GH
cL-q
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
)
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
+GHcL-d
DqGPLL − Lout-dGH
cL-d
[
DqGHcL-dGPLL
1+Lout-d
+
GH
cL-qd
1+Lout-d
(
IL1dGPLL
GH
cL-q
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
+ DdGPLL
1+Lout-q
)]
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
+GHcL-qd
−Lout-q
GH
cL-q
(
− Y
H
L-q
1+Lout-q
− G
H
cL-dq
1+Lout-q
GH
crL-qd
GH
cL-d
Lout-d
1+Lout-d
)
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
+GHcL-qd
{
DdGPLL +
IL1dGPLL
GH
cL-q
Lout-q
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
−
Lout-q
GH
cL-q
[
DdG
H
cL-qGPLL
1+Lout-q
+ IL1dGPLL
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
+
GH
cL-dq
1+Lout-q
DqGPLL
1+Lout-d
]
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
}
, (C.10)
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GoutcL-d = G
H
cL-d
− Lout-d
GH
cL-d
Req-d
(
Lout-d
1+Lout-d
− 1
)
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
+ GHcL-qd
− G
H
cL-dq
Req-dG
H
cL-q
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
Lout-d
1+Lout-d
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
, (C.11)
GoutcL-qd = G
H
cL-d
− G
H
cL-qd
GH
cL-d
GH
cL-q
Req-d
Lout-d
1+Lout-d
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
+ GHcL-qd
− Lout-q
GH
cL-q
Req-q
(
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
− 1
)
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q(1+Lout-d)
. (C.12)
The q-channel inverter-side inductor current transfer functions, when only the
output-current loops are closed, can be given by
iˆiL1q = G
out
ioL-qiˆin +G
out
crL-dquˆod − Y outL-q uˆoq +GoutcL-dquˆrefiL1d +GoutcL-quˆrefiL1q, (C.13)
where
GoutioL-q = G
H
ioL-q +G
H
cL-dq
−Lout-d
GH
cL-d
(
GH
ioL-d
1+Lout-d
− G
H
ioL-q
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-qd
1+Lout-d
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
)
1− GcL-dqGcL-qd
GcL-qGcL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
+ GHcL-q
−Lout-q
GH
cL-q
(
GHioL-q
1+Lout-q
− GHioL-d
GH
cL-d
GH
cL-dq
1+Lout-q
Lout-d
1+Lout-d
)
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
, (C.14)
GoutcrL-dq = G
H
crL-dq +G
H
cL-dq
−Lout-d
GH
cL-d
(
− Y HL-d
1+Lout-d
− G
H
cL-qd
1+Lout-d
GH
crL-dq
GH
cL-q
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
)
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
+ GHcL-q
−Lout-q
GH
cL-q
(
GH
crL-dq
1+Lout-q
− G
H
cL-dq
1+Lout-q
Y H
L-d
GH
cL-d
Lout-d
1+Lout-d
)
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
, (C.15)
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Y outL-q = Y
H
L-q −GHcL-dq
−Lout-d
GH
cL-d
(
GH
crL-qd
1+Lout-d
+
GH
cL-qd
1+Lout-d
Y HL-q
GH
cL-q
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
)
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
−GHcL-dq
DqGPLL − Lout-dGH
cL-d
[
DqGHcL-dGPLL
1+Lout-d
+
GH
cL-qd
1+Lout-d
(
IL1dGPLL
GH
cL-q
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
+ DdGPLL
1+Lout-q
)]
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
−GHcL-q
−Lout-q
GH
cL-q
(
− Y
H
L-q
1+Lout-q
− G
H
cL-dq
1+Lout-q
GH
crL-qd
GH
cL-d
Lout-d
1+Lout-d
)
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
−GHcL-q
{
DdGPLL +
IL1dGPLL
GH
cL-q
Lout-q
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
−
Lout-q
GH
cL-q
[
DdG
H
cL-qGPLL
1+Lout-q
+ IL1dGPLL
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
+
GH
cL-dq
1+Lout-q
DqGPLL
1+Lout-d
]
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
}
, (C.16)
GoutcL-dq = G
H
cL-dq
− Lout-d
GH
cL-d
Req-d
(
Lout-d
1+Lout-d
− 1
)
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
+ GHcL-q
− G
H
cL-dq
Req-dG
H
cL-q
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
Lout-d
1+Lout-d
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
, (C.17)
GoutcL-q = G
H
cL-dq
− G
H
cL-qd
GH
cL-d
GH
cL-q
Req-d
Lout-d
1+Lout-d
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
+ GHcL-q
− Lout-q
GH
cL-q
Req-q
(
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
− 1
)
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q(1+Lout-d)
. (C.18)
The grid-side d-channel inductor current (i.e., the output current) can be given by
iˆod = G
out
io-diˆin − Y outo-d uˆod +Goutcr-qduˆoq +Goutco-duˆrefiL1d +Goutco-qduˆrefiL1q, (C.19)
where
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GoutioL-d = G
H
io-d +
−Lout-d G
H
co-d
GH
cL-d
(
GH
ioL-d
1+Lout-d
− G
H
ioL-q
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-qd
1+Lout-d
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
)
1− GcL-dqGcL-qd
GcL-qGcL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
+
−Lout-qGco-qdGcL-q
(
GHioL-q
1+Lout-q
− GHioL-d
GH
cL-d
GH
cL-dq
1+Lout-q
Lout-d
1+Lout-d
)
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
, (C.20)
Y outo-d = Y
H
o-d −
−Lout-d G
H
co-d
GH
cL-d
(
− Y HL-d
1+Lout-d
− G
H
crL-dq
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-qd
1+Lout-d
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
)
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
−
−Lout-qGco-qdGcL-q
(
GH
crL-dq
1+Lout-q
+
Y H
L-d
GH
cL-d
GH
cL-dq
1+Lout-q
Lout-d
1+Lout-d
)
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
, (C.21)
Goutcr-qd = G
H
cr-qd +G
H
co-d
−Lout-d
GH
cL-d
(
GH
crL-qd
1+Lout-d
+
GH
cL-qd
1+Lout-d
Y HL-q
GH
cL-q
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
)
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
+GHco-d
DqGPLL − Lout-dGH
cL-d
[
DqGHcL-dGPLL
1+Lout-d
+
GH
cL-qd
1+Lout-d
(
IL1dGPLL
GH
cL-q
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
+ DdGPLL
1+Lout-q
)]
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
+GHco-qd
−Lout-q
GH
cL-q
(
− Y
H
L-q
1+Lout-q
− G
H
cL-dq
1+Lout-q
GH
crL-qd
GH
cL-d
Lout-d
1+Lout-d
)
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
+GHco-qd
{
DdGPLL +
IL1dGPLL
GH
cL-q
Lout-q
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
−
Lout-q
GH
cL-q
[
DdG
H
cL-qGPLL
1+Lout-q
+ IL1dGPLL
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
+
GH
cL-dq
1+Lout-q
DqGPLL
1+Lout-d
]
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
}
, (C.22)
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Goutco-d = G
H
co-d
− Lout-d
GH
cL-d
Req-d
(
Lout-d
1+Lout-d
− 1
)
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
+ GHco-qd
− G
H
cL-dq
Req-dG
H
cL-q
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
Lout-d
1+Lout-d
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
, (C.23)
Goutco-qd = G
H
co-d
− G
H
cL-qd
GH
cL-d
GH
cL-q
Req-d
Lout-d
1+Lout-d
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
+ GHco-qd
− Lout-q
GH
cL-q
Req-q
(
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
− 1
)
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q(1+Lout-d)
. (C.24)
Finally, the q-channel output current can be given by
iˆoq = G
out
io-qiˆin +G
out
cr-dquˆod − Y outo-q uˆoq +Goutco-dquˆrefiL1d +Goutco-quˆrefiL1q, (C.25)
where
Goutio-q = G
H
io-q +G
H
co-dq
−Lout-d
GH
cL-d
(
GH
ioL-d
1+Lout-d
− G
H
ioL-q
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-qd
1+Lout-d
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
)
1− GcL-dqGcL-qd
GcL-qGcL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
+ GHco-q
−Lout-q
GH
cL-q
(
GHioL-q
1+Lout-q
− GHioL-d
GH
cL-d
GH
cL-dq
1+Lout-q
Lout-d
1+Lout-d
)
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
, (C.26)
Goutcr-dq = G
H
cr-dq +G
H
co-dq
−Lout-d
GH
cL-d
(
− Y HL-d
1+Lout-d
− G
H
cL-qd
1+Lout-d
GH
crL-dq
GH
cL-q
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
)
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
+ GHco-q
−Lout-q
GH
cL-q
(
GH
crL-dq
1+Lout-q
− G
H
cL-dq
1+Lout-q
Y H
L-d
GH
cL-d
Lout-d
1+Lout-d
)
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
, (C.27)
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Y outo-q = Y
H
o-q −GHco-dq
−Lout-d
GH
cL-d
(
GH
crL-qd
1+Lout-d
+
GH
cL-qd
1+Lout-d
Y HL-q
GH
cL-q
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
)
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
−GHco-dq
DqGPLL − Lout-dGH
cL-d
[
DqGHcL-dGPLL
1+Lout-d
+
GH
cL-qd
1+Lout-d
(
IL1dGPLL
GH
cL-q
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
+ DdGPLL
1+Lout-q
)]
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
−GHco-q
−Lout-q
GH
cL-q
(
− Y
H
L-q
1+Lout-q
− G
H
cL-dq
1+Lout-q
GH
crL-qd
GH
cL-d
Lout-d
1+Lout-d
)
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
−GHco-q
{
DdGPLL +
IL1dGPLL
GH
cL-q
Lout-q
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
−
Lout-q
GH
cL-q
[
DdG
H
cL-qGPLL
1+Lout-q
+ IL1dGPLL
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
+
GH
cL-dq
1+Lout-q
DqGPLL
1+Lout-d
]
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
}
, (C.28)
Goutco-dq = G
H
co-dq
− Lout-d
GH
cL-d
Req-d
(
Lout-d
1+Lout-d
− 1
)
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
+ GHco-q
− G
H
cL-dq
Req-dG
H
cL-q
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
Lout-d
1+Lout-d
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
, (C.29)
Goutco-q = G
H
co-dq
− G
H
cL-qd
GH
cL-d
GH
cL-q
Req-d
Lout-d
1+Lout-d
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q)(1+Lout-d)
+ GHco-q
− Lout-q
GH
cL-q
Req-q
(
Lout-q
1+Lout-q
− 1
)
1− G
H
cL-dq
GH
cL-qd
GH
cL-q
GH
cL-d
Lout-qLout-d
(1+Lout-q(1+Lout-d)
. (C.30)
